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Jalios's Viewpoint 

In all modern businesses there is an increasing need 

to communicate, collaborate and capitalize 
knowledge, since this underpins their ability to be 

reactive and to innovate. Organizations able to 

exploit their immaterial assets – information, 

knowledge, expertise – and to enable all their 
"knowledge workers" to manage these assets 

effectively will be the most competitive. 

From the communication Internet to the 
collaborative intranet 2.0 

Today Web applications cover a broad spectrum of 
needs: 

 Internet communication site:  this projects an 

image to the outside world. It evolves 

progressively, acquiring participative functions 

in order to involve customers and better meet 
their expectations. 

 Intranet communication site:  this serves to 

inform personnel and promote a shared vision of 

the organization. Its participative features are 

indispensable to get all employees involved. 

 Enterprise portal:  this provides a single point 

of access to corporate information and 

applications, with secure, personalized access for 
users, including nomadic ones. 

 Documentary management (EDM):  this 

enables efficient sharing of documents, which is 
the key to effective communication and 

collaboration. Whatever the documents managed 

(enterprise reference base, project working 
documents, etc.), the EDM system must be fully 

integrated in the collaborative Intranet. 

 Project spaces:  these are a real productivity 

tool helping staff to better control their projects, 

reply quicker to invitations to tender, etc. 

 Enterprise Social Network (ESN):  this tool 

places users at the center of the enterprise's 

activities by providing them with spaces in 

which they can manage market- and techno-
watch activities, contribute to innovation, seek 

people with specific skills and, more generally, 

develop corporate solidarity. 

Enterprise 2.0 and ESN 

The emergence of the Web 2.0 and enterprise social 

networks has increased collaborative working and 
employee participation via Internet sites and 

intranets. Intermediate roles are appearing between 

contributors and readers:  users are becoming less 

passive and in doing so help to exploit information to 

the full, for instance by replying to questions, voting 

on suggestions or posting comments about content. 

The ESN proves to be an exceptional tool:  it 

engenders such far-reaching changes in the 

organization that we now speak of the "enterprise 
2.0" to underline the revolution it has made possible. 

It is up to the senior management to decide how to 

strategically exploit this potential. The wisest 
approach is no doubt to develop the benefits of the 

ESN over the long term as part of the evolution of 

the organization: 

 Senior managers see the ESN as a tool that 

boosts productivity and innovation and a means 
of federating the enterprise around shared 

objectives and values. 

 The communication manager sees the ESN as a 

new media for keeping in touch with employees, 
even customers and partners, and above as a 

means of departitioning and sharing knowledge. 

 The information system manager can use the 

ESN as a collaborative working platform for 
both project teams and informal communities. 

He can rationalize his usages thanks to the tools 

fully integrated in the ESN. 

 The human resources manager uses the ESN to 

mobilize employees and get them more involved, 
and to manage and develop talent. 

 Other managers use the ESN as a project tool 

and to animate their team. They have a key role 

to play in getting ESN adopted by their staff, so 
it is important that they be very involved. They 

should receive training in participative 

management, if necessary. 

 Finally, the ESN gives employees a new, 
personalizable working environment to help 

them in their daily work and in which their 

contributions are more visibly recognized. 

Continuity of needs 

There is much overlap of end-user needs between: 

 Internet and intranet, 

 communication and collaboration, 

 document sharing and conversation, 

 organized projects and informal communities, 

and these domains also have similar functional and 
technical requirements:  portal page configuration, 
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personalization, workflows, roles and rights 

management, notifications, etc. 

Jalios was quick to see the advantages of a single 

integrated solution able to meet all these needs. 

Jalios's all-in-one modular solution 

Jalios has developed a single, homogeneous solution 
– Jalios Digital Platform1 – that satisfies the varied 

needs mentioned previously. Thanks to its modular 

architecture, each user can activate just the functions 

he needs: 

 
Jalios Digital Platform:  from communication to collaboration. 

 The Enterprise Social Network places the user 

at the center of the information system by 

making full use of his knowledge and expertise. 

It notably includes a "profiles directory" 

enriched by user inputs, and it manages 
relationships and conversation spaces. 

 Collaborative spaces enable project groups or 

communities to manage working documents, 

shared calendars, blogs and wiki pages, helping 

them to function more efficiently and to 

capitalize information. 

 The portal enables functional managers to 

decide which information and services will be 
accessible and to configure their display. 

Personalization is possible at three levels:  

enterprise portal, collaborative spaces, and the 

Personal Desktop on which each user can 
organize his own spaces. Portals can be accessed 

even via a smartphone. 

 Electronic Documentary Management (EDM) 

handles all types of documents (office, scanned, 

multimedia), in particular managing their 

collaborative editing, life cycle and indexing. 

 The Content Management System (CMS) 

separates actual content from its format. It 
manages all sorts of parameter-defined 

structured content such as articles, press releases 

                                                   
1 Formerly called "Jalios JCMS" 

and product leaflets. It handles all the processes 

needed to manage content life cycles. It even 

exploits a "site factory" mechanism that makes it 

quick and easy to create multiple partitioned, 
independent spaces for editorial teams. 

These five large functional components are 

integrated in the Jalios Digital Platform that also 
provides transversal functionalities:  structuring into 

workspaces, management of members, data, rights 

and processes (workflows), usage monitoring, and 
many others. 

In fact, Jalios Digital Platform is both a ready-to-use 

application and an extensible Java development 

platform providing a programming interface (API) 
and also "hooks" used to modify the platform's core 

without changing the source code. This limits the 

dependence of specific developments on a given 
version of Jalios Digital Platform. New functions can 

also be added easily by means of "plugins". 

Jalios Digital Platform is a high-performance, 
industrialized, scalable, secure solution. It integrates 

in the existing information system and requires no 

installation at all on client workstations. 

Catalyzing collective intelligence 

Jalios's choice of very broad functional coverage 
helps maximize the synergies within a single portal;  

the whole system has greater value than the sum of 
its separate parts. All Jalios Digital Platform 

functions are fully integrated. 

Jalios Digital Platform even provides an ESN. A 
social network separate from the intranet runs a 

serious risk of failure unless it becomes popular very 

rapidly, and of being incapable of meeting all 
collaboration needs. And how would it exploit the 

organization's documentary base? 

Jalios offers its customers a solution that adapts to 

their evolving needs. Organizations and even each of 
their communities will use only those functions they 

find useful:  document sharing, suggestion box, blog, 

wiki, and so on. 

Jalios aims to give organizations and their staff the 

tools they need to manage their non-formalized 

knowledge and unstructured data. 

 

Collective intelligence has become a 

key challenge for all organizations. 

Jalios's goal is to catalyze it ! 
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Enterprise Social Network 
(ESN) 

Since 2008 Jalios has developed an Enterprise Social 

Network (ESN) component for Jalios Digital 

Platform called Jalios ESN. Its major features 
include enriched profiles, experts base, relationship 

management, activity streams, participative tools 

and, very importantly, synchronous conversations 

and communication. 

Rich profiles and experts base 

Rich profiles 

The elements constituting network members' digital 
identities come primarily from the company 

directory. Members can then enrich their profiles by 

declaring other information such as their fields of 
expertise, centers of interest, bookmarks, career path, 

training and qualifications, and the like. 

As usual with Jalios Digital Platform, the profile 
structure can be configured to adapt to the 

organization's needs and the types of information 

shared via the network, which depend on the 
corporate culture, organization, objectives and users. 

 
A user profile page. 

Member:  addresses, telephone numbers 
and photo 

A member or contact address is defined by several 

fields in Jalios Digital Platform:  street name and 
number, postcode, PO box, town, department/region 

and country.  

Telephone numbers are also standardized. The 

national dialing prefix is attached to each number. If 

it not input, it is deduced from the member or 

contact's country. All numbers can be clicked to 
trigger a telephone application such as Skype For 

Business or Skype. 

Members' photos must be square so that they appear 
round and not oval. To do this, a function is provided 

to upload a photo and then crop it. 

 
The interface used to upload and crop photos. 

 Jalios Digital Platform has a "Visiting Card" module 
to display a member's details. The main information 
appears on the front of the card. A small arrow at the 

bottom can be clicked to see more information on the 

back.  

 
Front of a member's card. 

 
Back of a member's card. 
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Experts base 

One key aspect of a corporate "people-centric" 

approach is the need to identify colleagues or experts 
able to reply to specific questions or to accept a 

mission. To do this, Jalios ESN makes use of 

category branches dedicated to skills management. 
An experts directory enables users to browse and 

search in these categories. 

 
Experts directory. 

Relationship management 

Relationship management helps staff to manage their 

circle of contacts and to know what these people are 
working on. After identifying experts by searching 

for specific expertise, you can get in touch with them 

directly or, if you prefer, find out more about them 
via an intermediary thanks to shared contact 

indicators. 

Jalios Digital Platform even manages external 

contacts such as partners, customers and suppliers 
who do not have access to the ESN. Users can find 

out who in the organization is in contact with a given 

external contact. 

Jalios ESN can present this information in several 

ways:  mappings, lists, and contact clouds indicating 

proximity. 

 
List of contacts. 

The approval of a member connection is a 

configurable option. If the company decides that a 
contact approval process is unnecessary, then a 

contact request is served immediately. 

Jalios Digital Platform can make contact invitation 

suggestions taking into account various information 
such as common expertise, contacts, and spaces. 

 
Contact suggestions. 

Users can see a display of all the members of their 
network. For each of them their connection status is 

shown, as well as their last micro-blog and a 
calendar event in progress, if there is one. 
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Similarly, in a collaborative space, this service 

displays all the space’s members: 

 
My network:  members' statuses. 

Activity wall 

Activity stream 

An activity stream is a veritable "wall" on which are 

posted, depending on the context, the activities of a 
person, a network of people being monitored, a 

community, a working group or an entire 

organization. 

Jalios ESN includes an Activity portlet that lists 

members' activities, with three different display 

options:   

 all activities the user has the right to see, 

 the activities of the user's contacts, 

 the activities of spaces in which the user is 

registered. 

This portlet therefore allows a user to monitor, from 

a transversal zone such as his Personal Desktop, all 

the activity of spaces in which he participates, but 
without having to access each space separately.  

 
Activity stream. 

Unlike a member connection, monitoring is not 
reciprocal and it does not offer the same level of 

access to the profile as an actual contact (no access 

to the member's recent publications or his calendar 

and communities, etc.). 

It is possible to share comments in the activity 

stream. The last two comments appear beneath each 

activity, and new ones can be posted. 

The activity stream contains microblogging 

messages and activities such as document 

publication, forum participation, comments on 
content, and joining a working group. 

Each person sees only the activities that correspond 

to the configured rights. For example, a user is 

informed that a member has created or modified a 
document only if he has the right to access this 

document. 

The activity stream allows direct access to 
information. The abstract is displayed for activities 

corresponding to publications. In the case of media, 

the preview is added, for example a thumbnail for an 
image, the player for a video, and so on. 

Each user can configure the activity stream 

appearing on his Personal Desktop. He can decide 

whether to display abstracts and comments and also 
define filters for each activity type and according to 

the space in which the activity originates. 
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Configuring activity stream filters. 

Importing and exporting activity streams 

The ActivityStreams format standardizes the 
representation of activity streams. Each activity is 

composed of a player, a verb, an object and a target:  

"Mary (player) publishes (verb) a document (object) 
in the marketing space (target)". 

Jalios Digital Platform can import and export activity 

streams. For imports, it provides an ActivityStreams 
Portlet that aggregates and displays external 

ActivityStreams coming from other applications. 

For exports, the activity concerns not only 

contributions, but also consultations and 
connections. 

Jalios Digital Platform ActivityStreams collects the 

activity of a Jalios Digital Platform site, stores it in 
the database and then restitutes it in the form of a 

JSON (a data representation format) stream. 

To guarantee confidentiality, the stream can be 
totally anonymized (publication titles, authors 

names, etc.). 

Lecko RSE Analytics plugin 

RSE Analytics is an SaaS service of the Lecko 
company. This tool measures evolutions of 

collaborative and social practices: 

 spaces characterization (project, sharing 

community spaces, etc.), 

 uptake monitoring, 

 commitment monitoring. 

Lecko RSE Analytics performs its analyses by 
exploiting the platform's activity streams in 

ActivityStreams format. Once the plugin is installed, 
Jalios Digital Platform automatically sends 

yesterday's ActivityStreams every day at the same 

time. The information is totally anonymized to 
guarantee data confidentiality. 

 
Lecko RSE Analytics. 

Conversation spaces 

Conversation spaces are an important feature of the 

Jalios social network. They are used like a Web 2.0 

type forum, but they are enhanced by discussion 
scoring by voting and the recognition of people's 

participation. Three types of conversation are 

possible – suggestion box, collaborative FAQ and 
free conversation – all or some of which can coexist 

in the same conversational space in order to adapt to 

a particular usage. 

A conversation space is managed by one or more 

leaders (or moderators) who identify experts. 

Members start a conversation on a given subject, 

suggestion or question. Other members can then 
participate in various ways, by posting reactions, 

replies or remarks, and by voting. 

Conversations help to develop interesting ideas, 
uncover pertinent issues and find the best solutions. 

In this way, all users help to make the most of 

information. 

 
Three conversation types – suggestions, questions, discussions – can 

coexist in a conversation space. 

http://activitystrea.ms/
http://rseanalytics.lecko.fr/
http://lecko.fr/
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-lecko.png
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Collaborative suggestion box 

This is a useful tool for driving and managing 

innovation. What creates value is not clever ideas 
themselves but their implementation, so it is 

important to find ideas and then enrich them through 

suggestions, increasing their chance of convincing 
decision-makers of their potential. This is the basic 

idea behind the suggestion box. 

 
Example of a conversation about an idea. 

In a Jalios suggestion box, participants post ideas 

accompanied by a description that can include media 
(document, picture, video), categories, and keywords 

(tags). Other members vote for these ideas and post 

their reactions;  they can also vote on the reactions of 
other members and make clarifying remarks. The 

leader manages the life cycle of ideas by assigning 

statuses:  "proposed", "interesting", "selected", 

"planned", "implemented", etc. 

Collaborative FAQs (mutual aid spaces) 

Members can pose questions in a collaborative FAQ 
space. As for ideas, these are categorized, 

accompanied by a description and tags. Members 

vote on the relevance of questions and offer replies;  

they can also vote on the replies of other members. 

The originator of the question or the space leader can 

elect one of the replies as the "best". 

 
Example of a conversation about a question. 

Forum 

The third type of conversation is the forum which is 

used for simple discussions on a particular subject. It 

is also possible to vote for a discussion. Discussions 

can be grouped into subjects by means of categories. 

Activity indicator 

A points system is provided to encourage 
participation and make conversations more dynamic. 

This feature may be activated or not in each 

conversation space according to the organization's 

culture and to adapt to each community. When it is 
used, the weighting of each type of contribution is 

parameter-defined. 

Conversation space participants win points: 

 for each contribution:  question or reply, idea or 

reaction, 

 by receiving votes on their contributions, 

 when their reply to a FAQ is judged to be the 

best one. 

Jalios recommends a simple configuration that 
gratifies every form of contribution including votes 

and comments. Although individual scores are 

awarded in each space, the idea is not to focus on the 

scores themselves, but to provide for all members an 
activity indicator that reflects and encourages 

participation.  
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The profile page of a member showing his activity scores. 

Associated features 

Dashboard 

The home page of a conversation space shows the 
most active contributors, the experts and the leaders: 

 
Active contributors, experts and moderators. 

Members' profiles include statistics on their 
participation in a conversation space, the members 

who are monitoring them and the members whose 
conversations they are monitoring. 

 
Profile of a conversation space member. 

The leader can generate a statistical dashboard for 
his entire space. 

Notifications 

Notifications are sent on demand to participants to 

aid their reactivity. By default, every contributor 

receives notifications about conversations in which 
he is participating. Members can also ask to be 

notified of new conversations. 

Confidentiality 

These spaces are one of Jalios Digital Platform's 

"content types". As such, they are subject to all the 

usual access controls. This makes it possible to 
restrict access to conversation spaces to certain 

groups of people. 

In spaces open to the general public, an alert system 
can be set up to report inappropriate content to the 

leaders. After three alerts, the content automatically 

acquires "moderation" status in the workflow. 

Leaders have the right to edit or delete conversations 

in their spaces. 

Integration with other Jalios Digital Platform 
components 

In the user profile 

The Conversation Spaces plugin adds a 

Conversations tab in member's rich profiles. This tab 

shows all the conversation spaces in which the 
member participates. 

In collaborative spaces 

It is possible to include suggestion boxes and 

collaborative FAQs in the list of services in any 
collaborative space. If the space is private, all the 

content of the conversation spaces will also be 

private. 

In the Personal Desktop 

A Conversation Space portlet can be placed on a 
user's Personal Desktop, in which case it lists the 
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latest conversations in all the spaces in which he 

participates. It can also be used to quickly post new 

questions or ideas. 

 
The Conversation Space portlet lists the latest  

ideas and questions in the user's spaces. 

Mobile access 

Conversation spaces are accessible via a smartphone, 

enabling members to browse, consult their monitored 

conversations, see unread messages, vote, comment, 

react and even start new conversations. 

 
Conversation spaces are accessible for consultation 

 and contribution via a smartphone. 

Participative tools 

Conversations are a key aspect the enterprise social 

network approach, but other classic participative 

functions are available too, and these are very useful. 
For example, in a document-oriented organization, a 

document can be an attachment of a conversation;  

inversely, a document can be the object of comments 

and reviews. 

Comments 

Users are invited to post comments on publications 

as a way of encouraging discussions and enriching 
the information. Comments are notified to the author 

and other commentators via a predefined channel 

(email, alert in the site, SMS, etc.). The administrator 
chooses the content types for which comments are 

allowed. 

 
A comment followed by the form used to add a comment. 

Mentions 

Mentions are used in a comment or micro-blog to 
quote a member (who then receives an alert to 

inform him of this mention). Mentions are made 

using the @ character, and autocompletion facilitates 
the selection. 

 
Mention of a member in a comment. 

Voting:  I like! function 

Jalios Digital Platform includes a function for voting 
on publications (content, documents, etc.) similar to 

those found on non-professional social networks. 

This feature helps spotlight the most popular content. 

When it is activated, votes are shown at the bottom 
of all content. The gray thumbs-up icon turns green 

once the user has voted. 

 
Voting from a publication's page. 

http://support.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2012-03/jcms71-scp-portlet.jpg
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-like-footer.png
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Voting is also possible from the members' Activity 
portlet provided by the ESN plugin, and in each 

comment. 

 
Vote via the members' activity portlet. 

Since votes are one of the sorting criteria used when 
displaying content lists, they enable the most content 

popular to be displayed first and to know who 
appreciated each content item (but it is possible to 

make votes anonymous). To obtain pertinent results, 

it is recommended to couple this with a search 

limited in time, for example content published during 
the last 30 days. 

 
Sorting by votes in a query/foreach portlet. 

Micro-blogging and rapid publication 

The ESN module includes a "micro-blogging" 
function. 

 
Discussion of a micro-blogging message. 

This allows a user to rapidly post a message that 

appears in the activity stream. Other members 
monitoring a message's author or the community in 

which it was posted can react by posting a comment. 

Micro-blogging messages can be consulted, searched 

and commented, just like forum discussions, 
suggestions, FAQs, reviews, etc. 

 
Micro-blogging appearing in the activity. 

Reviews 

Reviews enable users to give their opinion about 
publications and to score them. A publication may 

attract multiple reviews, but only one from each 
member. By exploiting the scores, Jalios Digital 

Platform is able to present search results in order of 

popularity. 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-like-activity.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-like-sort.png
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Knowledge sharing 

Many organizations lack effective means of 

circulating information in-house. How can 
knowledge be shared?  How can they avoid losing all 

an employee's expertise when he leaves or retires?  A 

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) system is one 
partial solution. 

Jalios' JGuide plugin provides another simple way of 

sharing know-how. 

A user uploads media representing the various steps 
in a process. He then organizes them by drag n' drop 

and adds explanatory texts. 

 
A graphic interface to upload media for a guide. 

 
Editing a JGuide. 

JGuides are pleasant to use since they are presented 
as a visual series of steps. 
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Explanation of how to make a guide. 

Instant messaging 

Instant messaging plugin 

Jalios has developed an instant messaging plugin 
based on the XMPP protocol. It provides presence 

information alongside members' photos. A simple 
click starts a conversation with a member. 

 
The Webchat plugin enriches user overview cards  

by allowing conversations to be started in a click. 

This function is also directly accessible in the top 

bar: 

 
Icon used to start a conversation. 

 
Rapid search for a member via the top bar. 

This plugin enables a conversation between two 
members directly in the browser. No installation is 

necessary on the user workstation.  

 
Discussion between two members. 

Skype et Skype For Business 

Jalios provides connectors for Skype and Skype For 

Business to allow a chat, call or videoconference to 
be started directly. In both cases, Skype functions are 

activated directly via the member's ttCard or his 

profile. 

 
Skype icons appear on the ttCard when the mouse  

pointer passes over the member’s name. 

 
The same icons are also found on the members's card. 

The conversation starts immediately. 
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Skype plugin must be installed on the workstation. 

For Skype For Business, it is necessary to install the 

launcher supplied by Jalios. 

WebEx 

Cisco WebEx is a very popular unified 
communication solution that can be used to organize 
virtual meetings with audio/video interchange and 

screen sharing. 

Organizations that have a valid WebEx license can 

integrate this service in Jalios Digital Platform by 
using the WebEx plugin. Once the plugin is 

configured, users plan WebEx meetings with Jalios 

Digital Platform via the Publish menu or the 
Calendar. The form used to add a WebEx conference 

is very similar to that used to add an event: 

 
Creating a WebEx conference. 

Future WebEx meetings appear in the shared 
calendar alongside other events. Meeting can involve 

external participants as well as site members. Jalios 

Digital Platform informs members by means of alerts 
and external people by email. 

 
WebEx meetings displayed in a calendar. 

The WebEx meeting display template shows how 

soon the meeting will start. The meeting organizer 
has a button to start the meeting when he wants. This 

button starts the local WebEx application. 

 
Display of a WebEx meeting before it starts. 

Once the meeting has started, information appears in 
the display template and participants can join in. 

When the meeting ends, the organizer can recover 

the meeting history (who participated? for how long? 
etc.), and he can upload the meeting video produced 

by WebEx. 

http://www.webex.com/
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-webex-step1.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-webex-calendar.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-webex-fulldisplay1.png
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Collaborative Spaces 

The advent of Web 2.0 has impacted Intranet sites. 

Originally used mainly for communication, they 
have transformed into platforms that help to 

capitalize knowledge. Collaborative and participative 

features have seen extraordinary development. 

Today it would be a bad mistake to deploy a 
collaboration tool without integrating it in an 

intranet, for using a single platform develops 

synergies between communication and collaboration. 

Collaborative spaces platform 

Jalios Digital Platform collaborative spaces are 

outstanding for their functional richness and aptitude 
to be personalized by their functional managers. For 

example, project-oriented groups and communities 

interested in a particular market-watch activity have 

quite different collaborative needs, and within a 
single enterprise there may exist several different 

cultures. Jalios Digital Platform collaborative spaces 

are designed with the flexibility needed to meet the 
specific needs of any organization or user group. 

Home page of a collaborative space 

 
Home page of a collaborative space. 

In addition to tabs and services, the home page of a 
collaborative space includes a panel showing 

information about the space. This information is 

displayed "folded" or "unfolded". In all cases, we 

find the space type, the access policy, the member 
count, a button to register (or de-register if this is 

allowed) and a button to recommend the space. The 

"See more" button unfolds the panel and reveals a 
presentation of the space, the mailbox (if it is 

configured) and details of participants (leaders, 

members, guests). 

 
Information about the collaborative space (folded). 

 
Information about the collaborative space (unfolded). 

The layout of a collaborative space home page is 
responsive, meaning that the columns adapt to the 
available space. On a large screen, the page is 

divided into the number of columns defined in the 

space's configuration;  if there are too many, the 

number of full-width columns is reduced and ones 
for which there is insufficient room are stacked 

beneath the others. 

It is possible to have a permanent column on the 
right or left. However, it is recommended not to put 

it on the left, since on a small screen the left-hand 

column will always appear in front of other 

information ─ including content. This problem is 
avoided if no permanent column is specified or if it 

is placed on the right. 

 
A collaborative space home page adapts to the screen size. 
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Choosing access and registration 
policies for collaborative spaces 

Jalios Digital Platform supports three access policies: 

 Public space:  the space is accessible to 

everyone. 

 Private space:  the space can be seen by 

everyone, but access is restricted to registered 

members. 

 Secret space:  the space is invisible except to 

registered members. 

And it allows three registration policies: 

 Unrestricted. 

 Allowed by the leader. 

 Managed by the leader. 

If someone tries to access a private space of which 
he is not a member, he is redirected to a page 
presenting this space. He will see a button inviting 

him to register, if the registration policy allows it: 

 
Attempt to access a private space. 

It is possible to restrict the registration policies that 
can be proposed, for example to prevent uncontrolled 

registration. 

Creating spaces 

Applying its governance policy, the enterprise 

defines how new spaces shall be created:  directly for 
some people, on demand for others. Jalios 

recommends as much flexibility and reactivity as 

possible. 

A wizard is provided to create a collaborative space 

in a few clicks:  just choose a model, enter the 

space's name, description and access policy 
(public/private/secret). If the user has sufficient 

rights, the space is created and becomes operational 

immediately. Otherwise, his request is submitted for 

approval via a workflow. If it is accepted, the space 
is created and the requester is informed. 

 
Creating a collaborative space. 

A new workspace offers a range of functions – 

members, services, invitations – which can be 
configured directly from the front office. 

The space's administrator manages its participating 

users. To do this, he chooses one of the proposed 

membership policies:  unrestricted, subject to 
approval, or administrator-managed. He can also 

invite people to join. 

 
Collaborative space administration:  managing participants. 

A collaborative space is created according to a model 
that defines notably its accessible services:  

participants directory, activity stream, conversation, 

suggestion box, wiki, blog, poll, tasks list, calendar, 

document explorer, latest publications, and so on. 

Finally, the space's administrator configures it 

(public/private access, registration mode, etc.), 

defines its layout and appearance (style of header 
band, colors, etc.). 
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Administration of a collaborative space:  choosing a color scheme. 

Services management 

Services are presented in the form of a gallery. The 
Add/Remove button is used to add or remove them 

rapidly. Installed services can also be removed in the 

dashboard using the menu in their header. 

 
Services management interface. 

Spaces hierarchy 

Jalios Digital Platform can manage sub-spaces inside 
spaces, and sub-spaces can themselves include sub-

sub-spaces. There is no limited to this hierarchy, but 
for reasons of ergonomics it is recommended not to 

exceed three or four levels. 

 
A sub-space header contains a link to the parent space. 

As for a collaborative space, a sub-space is created 

from the parent space using the My Spaces service. 
The portlet can be configured to present the spaces 

tree structure. 

Sub-spaces are independent of their parent space: 

 People running a sub-space are not necessarily 

the same as those running the parent space. 

 Sub-space members do not necessarily belong to 

the parent space, and vice-versa. 

 A sub-space can be of a different type from its 

parent space. For example, a community space 

could include several project sub-spaces. 

 The access policy of a sub-space can be different 

from that of its parent space. A public parent 
space may include public, private or secret sub-

spaces;  a secret space may include a public sub-

space. 

 
Portlet used to access sub-spaces. 

Searches can be extended to sub-spaces or restricted 
to the current space. This option is set on the portlet 

and is available in the query results facets. 

Guest accounts 

A collaborative space leader can invite people from 
outside the organization, such as suppliers, partners 

and customers, while guaranteeing the 
confidentiality of data on the site. 

Guests can access only collaborative spaces to which 

they have been invited and they see data (content, 
members, categories, etc.) only in these spaces. 

If a person is invited to several spaces, only one 
account is created. 

When this account is created, the guest receives a 
mail inviting him to activate it. He is then directed to 

his space (if he has access to several spaces, the 

home page top bar menu enables him to move 
between them). 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-cs-hiearchical-portlets.png
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Request to create a guest account. 

It is possible to transform a contact into a guest 
account. This is done either by via the contact's 

contextual menu or, if the ESN feature is installed, 
from his profile page. 

Guest accounts are identifiable by a badge in the 

members list: 

 
Guests identified in the list of collaborative space members. 

Recommending a collaborative space 

A user can recommend a space to other users simply 

by clicking the "Recommend" button in the 

information panel on the space's home page. 

 
The window used to recommend a collaborative space. 

Suggesting a collaborative space 

People discovering the system for the first time may 

find it difficult to know which spaces it would be 

useful to join. To guide them, the Suggestion portlet 

in collaborative spaces proposes other spaces in 
which the user is not yet registered but could ask to 

register. The list is sorted according to the user's 

"affinity" with the community, an indicator that is 

calculated taking into account the number of 

"colleagues" in the spaces (a colleague being a 

member who shares a same space as the user). The 

user is of course free to ignore such suggestions. 

 
The Suggestion portlet of a collaborative space. 

Collaboration 2.0 

Wiki 

The Wiki service provides a very simple 
collaborative editing system for use in a 

collaborative space. 

In order to highlight the collaborative effort, the 

Wiki plugin presents the list of co-authors of a page, 

sorted by their intervention date. 

 
List of co-authors appearing on each wiki page. 

A wiki page is composed of a title, a content field 
and optional metadata (rights, categories, etc.). 

http://support.jalios.com/jcms/jx_65871/module-wiki-40
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-cs-guest-step2.png
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This service allows browsing in wiki pages. It uses 

wiki tagging with automatic numbering of sections, 

addition of content tables, management of figures, 

etc. 

 
"Wikiwyg":  wysiwyg editing of a wiki page. 

The Wiki service supports two editing modes. The 
first uses rich-text ("wikiwyg") editing, which is the 

simplest to use but less rich functionally. This is 

suitable for occasional users. 

The second mode is for more advanced users:  an 

editing menu is available, but the text must contain 

syntactic codes to make text boldface, create 
sections, insert figures, etc. This mode is more 

powerful and allows editing by section and insertion 

of tables, content lists, videos, etc. Autocompletion 
functions are useful to rapidly insert a link to another 

wiki page, a document, a member profile, etc. The 

menu also serves to insert treatment tags such as a 

contents table, figures, video player, or one of the 
new tags available (picture gallery, search results, 

portlet, etc.). Images inserted in wiki pages can be 

resized simply by entering the required width or 
height. 

 
Wiki editing by section:  inserting a link to a member. 

Wiki input fields employ the progressive disclosure 
principle, so Wiki toolbars are minimized by default. 

Clicking the "…" icon shows all the icons. 

 
Icons in the wiki bar. 

It is possible to insert in a wiki page all the different 
types of media supported by Jalios Digital Platform:  
images, video, audio, PDF. 

When the Wiki plugin is installed, the Add menu can 

be used to rapidly create a new wiki page. A modal 

window is used to choose a space target, page title 
and filing category. It also allows this new page to be 

created using any other wiki page as a template. 

 
The window used to add a Wiki page. 

Mentions 

It is possible to mention users by citing their name in 
text fields. This principle is borrowed from Twitter 

whose users employ people's @username to mention 
them in Tweets. Mentions are available in all Wiki 

fields. They notably concern comments, 

microblogging and remarks in conversations. 

Mentions have a conversational role. For instance, 
they enable users to react to a comment by 

questioning the author. Mentions are intended to 

complement, but not replace, recommendations with 
which alert types are associated (information, action, 

warning) to target a large number of members. 

To insert a mention, just type the "@" character in a 
Wiki field followed by the first letters of a person's 

name. The list of matching people is progressively 

refined as more letters are entered. Select the person 

you are seeking to make the insertion. 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-wikibar-collapsed.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-wikibar-expanded.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-wiki-modal.jpg
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Mentions are used to question other users. 

People who are mentioned are informed of this by an 
alert. When the content is displayed, they are 

highlighted with a link.  

 
Mentions in text fields are highlighted.  

Blog 

A blog is a journal in which an author regularly posts 
messages on a specific subject. Jalios Digital 

Platform supports both personal blogs fed by one 

member and blogs in collaborative spaces fed by 
several people. Personal blog posts are grouped in 

the same workspace, referred to as the 

"blogosphere". A form is provided to ask for a new 
blog. 

 
A blog in a collaborative space. 

Like all other Jalios Digital Platform content, blog 
posts can be managed in a workflow. 

 
A personal blog post. 

For reasons of functional consistency, Jalios Digital 

Platform presents a member's latest posts both in the 
blog interface and in a tab on the member's profile 

page. 

 
Blog tab in a member's profile. 

The Blog portlet lists the latest posts, the member's 
posts and the latest blogs created. 

 
Synoptic presentation of blogs. 

The Blog plugin also has an interface for 

smartphones. This is used to browse blogs, consult 
and comment posts, make searches and post 

contributions. 

 
Smartphone interface for blogs. 

Each blog has a management interface that indicates 

the audience of each post. 

Evernote plugin 

Evernote is a very popular note-taking service used 

by more than 75 million people. It supports many 
operating system platforms (Windows, Mac OS, 

http://www.evernote.com/
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2015-01/jcms901-mention-autocomplete.png
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2015-01/jcms901-mention.png
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iOS, Android and Web). An Evernote note is a text 

of simple format possibly accompanied by media 

(photo, video, audio, file). 

The Evernote plugin allows people to share their 
notes and media in a Jalios Digital Platform site. 

Users can write notes and prepare photos and videos 

offline. When they connect to the site, they can share 
these via a Wiki page or as Evernotes. 

The user can add a complete note (with or without 

the media) via the Add menu. The notes browser is 
used to consult and select the note and media to add. 

A panel informs the contributor when the note has 

been updated on Evernote so that he can 

resynchronize it, if he wishes. 

To insert an Evernote in a Wiki field of a content 

item, just click the Evernote icon in the Wiki toolbar 

and then choose the note or media in the notes 
browser. 

 
Browsing in Evernote notes. 

JMag:  collaborative "watchdog" activity 

The JMag service provides a collaborative watchdog 
function based on sharing of Web resources 

classified by subject. Participants have a 
"bookmarklet" to rapidly share the web pages they 

visit. The page title, URL and even the abstract are 

automatically extracted from the page. The user 
chooses an accompanying image (either a capture 

from the site or an image on the page), changes the 

title or abstract, selects tags and adds a comment. 

 
The JMag bookmarklet is used to rapidly  

share a web page with a community. 

Shared resources are then presented in a newspaper-
like layout. Filtering tools (by tags, date, author, etc.) 

are available. The resources already consulted by the 

user are grayed in order to highlight the newest stuff. 
Since the portlet can be filtered by workspace, this 

allows JMags to be specialized by collaborative 

spaces while proposing a JMag that summarizes all 

or some of the shared resources for the Personal 
Desktop. 

 
JMag:  articles already read are grayed. 

Liveform (quizzes and dynamic forms) 

The LiveForm service is used to build polls and 
quizzes. Management of these forms can be 

delegated to a contributor. Each form comprises a set 

of questions. Each question has a specific type 

(check-box, text field, date, category, file to upload, 
table, etc.);  it can be open or closed and has several 

attributes (mandatory, right answer, etc.). For certain 

types of question, rules can be defined to ensure that 
the user's input is correct. 

https://community.jalios.com/plugin/evernote
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2014-10/evernote-2.0_-_search_in_notes.png
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Example of a dynamic form. 

Questions are built and organized directly in the 
front-office and by drag n' drop. 

 
Building a questionnaire. 

Branching on questions is possible. For example, 
depending on the value of a reply, you could 

terminate the form or jump to another question or 

section. 

 
Defining a branch. 

From the front office, it is possible to configure a 
dynamic form to change its presentation (home page, 

breakdown of questions into sections, etc.) and its 

behavior (single or multiple submissions, 

anonymous submissions, etc.). 

It can also be associated with a workflow in order to 

control its distribution on the site:  when it reaches 
"published" status, users can participate and make 

submissions. Finally, this plugin provides interfaces 

to read and manage submissions, to view and 
statistically analyze the replies and even export them 

to MS Excel. 

Organized collaboration 

To complete its "collaboration 2.0" features, Jalios 

Digital Platform also provides some more 

conventional tools to aid collaborative working. 

Indeed, experience shows that there are common 
needs between social network communities and 

project groups who have to organize meetings, 

manage tasks and share documents during their 
preparation. 

Calendars 

Jalios Digital Platform manages two types of 
complementary calendars:  a calendar integrated in 

Jalios Digital Platform and the calendar already used 

by the enterprise, if there is one. The first is 
necessary for external users who have been granted 

access to a collaborative extranet, which is why it is 

important that Jalios Digital Platform be capable of 
aggregating several calendars. 

Jalios Digital Platform calendar 

A shared calendar helps working groups to manage 

events and automatically notify participants. 

The detailed Calendar portlet highlights events in 

which the user will participate:  they appear on the 
left in each column, on a blue background. Other 

events appear in gray zones. If the user participates 

in several events on the same date, the number of 
events is shown with a link to see the details. 

The browsing bar can be used to filter the calendar to 

view just the user's events, all events or events 
involving one or more people in particular. The 

Actions menu provides secondary functions such as 

managing external calendars, event planning and 

event export. 
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Calendar:  one-week view. 

The Calendar service offers a choice of views 

(month, week, day, etc.). It highlights dates on which 
the user will participate in an event and displays 

rapidly all the events on each date: 

 
Events appear when the mouse pointer passes over a date. 

The Calendar portlet uses a "calendar" display 
template. On the Personal Desktop, this lists the 

user's upcoming events and includes a link to add 
new ones: 

 
Calendar:  display in diary format. 

The calendar plugin inserts in the top bar's Add 
menu a function to rapidly add an event or planning. 

When inputting an event it is possible to state its 

recurrence, participants and resources and to manage 
invitations. 

 
Interface user to create an event. 

Calendar events include several fields (title, 
description, dates, places, resources, etc.). Jalios 
Digital Platform can manage events on the day, 

private events and repetitive events such as "every 

Monday from 2 to 3pm" (exceptions can be defined). 

The full-page interface of a calendar event highlights 
the main information (date, time and place) and 

shows a map, attached documents, participants. The 

user can rapidly see if he is to participate or not. 

 
Details of a calendar event. 

Event resources management 

Resources (meeting room, video projector, vehicles, 

teleconference system, etc.) can be reserved for 
events. These "event resources" created by 

administrators have a simple structure (title, 

characteristics, location and photo) and can be 
enriched by configuration, if necessary. Each 

resource has its own calendar showing its availability 

dates. 
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List of resources and their bookings. 

Once an event is created, each participant receives an 
invitation by email. If he accepts, he then appears in 

the list of confirmed participants. 

 
Event resources display template. 

Event planning 

The Event Planning service adopts an original way 
of agreeing a date between several people (including 

external participants). The event organizer selects the 

participants and proposes dates. Each participant 
receives an invitation email asking him to state his 

availability for each of the dates. Once all the replies 

are in, the organizer can select one of the dates to 
create a calendar event and notify the participants. 

 
Event planning. 

Events still in this planning process can be displayed 
on request in the calendars. A specific portlet shows 

all the plannings involving the user himself. 

Third-party calendars 

The Calendar plugin is used to integrate events from 
external calendars such as Google Calendar or 

Yahoo! Calendar, or any application managing 

calendars in iCal/ICS format. An administrator can 
add calendars for the entire site;  a workspace 

administrator can add one (e.g. school holiday 

periods2, public holidays3) for his own space;  a 
member can add external calendars that are visible 

only to him. 

 
Adding external calendars. 

Task management 

The Task Management service allows a user to 
create tasks associated with any element (document, 

profile, member, idea, FAQ, etc.) on the platform. 

He will automatically receive a reminder if he inputs 

a specific deadline.  

This enables users to manage their own to-do list and 

even assign tasks to other people.  

                                                   
2 http://www.education.gouv.fr/download.php?file=http:// 

media.education.gouv.fr/ics/Calendrier_Scolaire_Zone_C.ics 
3 https://www.google.com/calendar/ical/lej3rl4ikgop49tgbolal 

p6ud0%40group.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics 

http://www.education.gouv.fr/download.php?file=http://media.education.gouv.fr/ics/Calendrier_Scolaire_Zone_C.ics
http://www.education.gouv.fr/download.php?file=http://media.education.gouv.fr/ics/Calendrier_Scolaire_Zone_C.ics
https://www.google.com/calendar/ical/lej3rl4ikgop49tgbolalp6ud0%40group.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics
https://www.google.com/calendar/ical/lej3rl4ikgop49tgbolalp6ud0%40group.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics
http://support.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2012-03/jcms71-calendar-ics.jpg
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Creating a task. 

Once created, the task becomes visible with the 
element concerned in the user's tasks dashboard. 

The Task Management function is useful for team 

and project leaders to manage and assign tasks. The 
tasks are visible and exploitable in a Kanban-type 

work visualization board. Each user involved with a 

task updates it by moving it from column to column 
in the board. This mini-workflow showing the work 

progression can be modified by adding, moving or 

renaming columns and changing the colors. It is 

possible to filter it instantly on the tasks of a given 
person, all the tasks in progress, all overdue tasks, 

and so on.  

When tasks are managed as part of a project, an 
indicator shows the project's global advancement.  

 
Kanban board showing a project advancement indicator. 

Several board views are available to allow each 

participant to see his tasks. He can filter them by 
project and by date to see what he is expected to do 

today, this week or before the month-end.  

A specific filter is used to highlight overdue tasks.  

Users can view tasks they have assigned to other 

people, and from this view they can send reminders. 

 
View of assigned tasks filtered by user. 

Notifications are sent to the people concerned if a 
task description or deadline changes, or if a comment 

is added. 

Observers can be nominated for each task. These 
people can view all tasks and projects in read-only 

mode, and they are notified of all changes. 

Tasks can even be viewed by participants on the 
move thanks to a smartphone version.  

 
Smartphone view allowing tasks to be moved and edited. 

Participants receive a daily email reminding them of 
their tasks: 

 
Reminder email sent to a user. 
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Project management 

The Gantt service is used to supervise a project, 

declare resources and assign tasks. A wizard is 
provided to create new projects. 

 
Creating a Gantt project using the wizard. 

It is possible to plan tasks and subtasks, allocate 
resources and indicate the progression: 

 
Gantt chart. 

Team members book the time spent on each task. It 
is possible to see the occupation of all the members 

and the project advancement status. 

 
Project advancement indicators. 

This module does not have the pretension to replace 
the sophisticated management tools used by project 

managers. It simply gives the team an overview of 

the project and its progression. It includes an 
import/export function for MS Project. 

Directory 

The directory is generally the service most used on 
an intranet, enabling users to find other people by 

their name, forename or email address. When Jalios 

ESN is installed, the search can be extended to the 

enriched profile information:  field of expertise, 

interests, training, career path, employer (for external 

contacts), etc. In a collaborative space, the Directory 

portlet can be configured to list only members of this 
space. 

The directory service can provide two views 

depending on the usage context: 

 condensed display in a single column or on the 

Personal Desktop, 

 detailed full-page display (e.g. in a collaborative 

space). 

 
Directory portlet:  several views. 

Organization chart 

The Organization Chart service displays the internal 
organization of a company or department. The 

display of the branches adapts to the complexity of 

the tree structure by proposing links to other tree 

structures. It is also possible to display the list of 
people belonging to a node. 

By default, the hierarchy can be deduced from the 

LDAP directory. 

 
Organization chart presentation. 
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Glossary 

A glossary is useful to define common terminology. 

It comprises a list of terms and their definitions 
presented in alphabetical order. 

 
Example of a glossary. 

FAQs 

FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) are lists of 
questions accompanied by replies. The aim is to 

provide a practical, easy-to-use tool to help users 
find solutions to common problems. 

In many cases a simple FAQ list can be prepared by 

one or two people who invent the questions and the 
answers. 

 
Example of FAQs. 

However, in intensely collaborative environments 
Jalios recommends using Collaborative FAQs 

(mutual aid spaces). Jalios Digital Platform proposes 
two types of FAQ in order to cover these two 

different needs. 

Alerts and notifications 

Unified system 

Jalios Digital Platform and its plugins include 
notification and alert functions:  notifications on 

publications, validations in workflows, event 

planning, task reminders, exceeded quotas, and many 
others. There are about 50 different alerts! 

 Jalios Digital Platform rationalizes these 

functionalities:  all alerts generated by the platform 

are now managed in a generic, consistent manner. 
Alerts are of three types (or levels) each identified by 

a color code;  they are used to inform users: 

 Information (blue):  news or changes (e.g. a new 

comment, new blog post, update of a monitored 

content item, etc.). 

 Action (orange):  the user is expected to execute 

an action (e.g. validate a workflow stage, state 

his availabilities for event planning, etc.). 

 Alert (in red):  an urgent situation (e.g. space 

quota exceeded, maintenance operation, etc.). 

Jalios Digital Platform can notify such alerts via 

different channels:  email, the site, instant messaging 
(XMPP), smartphone (via the Pushover service or 

SMS), etc. By default, alerts are sent by email and 

posted on the site. 

These emails are standardized:  HTML format. The 

color of the header indicates the alert type 

(information, action, alert). 

 
New alert emails. 

Users can define message reception rules according 
to their level and type, and a given message can be 

sent over several distribution channels. For example, 

a user may decide to receive information via the site, 

actions via email and the site, and alerts via all 
available channels. 

Alerts are personalized for each user and are 

composed in the language of his profile. 
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Interface used to configure alerts. 

The reception channel on the site appears as a 

colored counter in the top bar showing the number of 
unread alerts. Its color corresponds to that of the 

unread alert of highest level. For example, if the user 

has two "information" alerts and one "action" alert, it 

will appear in orange corresponding to "action" type. 

 
List of alerts received via the site channel. 

Jalios Digital Platform can even send alerts to 
smartphones thanks to the Pushover service provided 

by the Pushover plugin. This channel requires a 

Pushover application account to be previously 
opened (free up to 7,500 messages per day) and the 

user must install the Pushover app (paid) on his 

phone. 

 
Alerts sent via Pushover. 

The alerts distribution system is extendable, which 
allows new channels to be developed and offered to 

users4. 

Explicit recommendations 

It is possible to recommend a publication to one or 
more people. Such recommendations exploit the 
Jalios Digital Platform alerts system, so they come in 

three types:  information, action, alert. Recipients 

receive recommendations via the channels they have 

chosen according to the urgency. 

 
Interface for sending recommendations. 

An alert reporting the arrival of a new 

recommendation shows the sender and the recipients 
list, so each recipient can see which members are 

now aware of this recommendation. 

Recommendations are archived. When consulting a 
content item, the user can find all the 

recommendations he has sent or received on this 

item. 

 
List of recommendations sent and received. 

Recommendations are also coupled to the reader 
tracking feature. When this is active on a content 
item, the user can see the recipient members who 

have accessed the recommended content. 

                                                   
4 Alert management API: 

http://community.jalios.com/Jalios Digital 

Platform/jx_75983/api-de-gestion-des-alertes 

https://pushover.net/
http://community.jalios.com/plugin/pushover
http://community.jalios.com/jcms/jx_75983/api-de-gestion-des-alertes
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-alerts-rule-editor.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-alerts-pushover.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-recommendation.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-recommendation-list.png
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Reader tracking associated with recommendations. 

Publication monitoring subscription 

Users can subscribe to publication and modification 
notifications, for instance to receive news about 
particular subjects. All the members of a group can 

be added automatically to its notifications lists. 

Notifications are sent at a parameter-defined interval 

(time, day, week, month) and can be consulted in a 
specific portlet. 

Notifications keep users informed of new 

contributions. Once they have defined their center of 
interest, they will receive new items at the interval 

they choose. 

A user can see his list of monitoring rules in the 

Notification tab in his profile. 

 
List of monitoring rules. 

Monitoring rules can be added or edited using a step-

by-step form. 

 
Editing a monitoring rule. 

 
A notification email. 

Unitary publication monitoring 

As a complement to the notification functions, Jalios 
Digital Platform provides means of monitoring 

updates of a particular publication. 

A user interested in the evolutions of a given content 

item can click the icon  to receive a notification of 

every modification, new review or comment. 

In conversation spaces, it is also possible to monitor 

conversations and be notified of new elements. 

 
Button used to request unitary monitoring of an idea. 

Third-party tools integration 

Microsoft Exchange 

The Microsoft Exchange plugin provides a set of 
portlets to manage one's email, calendar, tasks and 

contacts in a Microsoft Exchange server within a 

portal. 

 The Exchange Calendar portlet displays events 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-recommendation-readers.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-notification-list.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-notification-form.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-notification-mail.png
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in a Calendar portlet. 

 The Exchange Contacts portlet displays the list 

of contacts and allows editing and searching. 

 The Exchange Mail portlet displays incoming 

emails and has a link to consult them on OWA 

(Outlook Web Access). 

 The OWA portlet displays the Outlook Web 

Access interface in an iFrame. It handles the 
user's authentication. 

 The Exchange Task portlet displays the list of 

tasks and allows them to be edited. 

 
Exchange tasks management portlet. 

Lotus Notes 

The Lotus Notes plugin gives access to Lotus Notes 

messaging (email, calendar, tasks, contacts) and to 
the bases:  search, document display. It includes a 

function to import the Lotus Notes base into Jalios 

Digital Platform. 

   

 
Lotus Notes emails on the Personal Desktop. 

 
Lotus Notes events on the Personal Desktop. 

IMap messaging 

The IMap plugin provides a portlet displaying the 

user's emails. The messaging used must support an 
IMap access (compatible systems include Gmail, 

Yahoo! Mail, Zimbra, Microsoft Exchange, and 

Courier-Imap). 

User authentication can be by login/password or by 
the OAuth protocol (for Gmail and Yahoo! Mail). 

 
IMap portlet showing the user's emails. 

http://support.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2012-03/jcms71-imap.jpg
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Enterprise Portal 

A Jalios Digital Platform portal proposes about forty 

services in the form of portlets. However, the range 
of services is unlimited since it is quite possible to 

develop new ones. 

Any graphic style can be applied to a Jalios Digital 

Platform portal. 

A portal provides for three levels of configuration: 

 By users who manage their own Personal 

Desktop. 

 By collaborative space leaders who choose the 

services they want and their arrangement. 

 By the intranet / Internet administrator who can 

adapt the page models very finely. 

Customized portal 

Personal Desktop 

The Personal Desktop is a facility that gives users a 
personal portal on which they choose the services 

they use regularly and arrange them as they like. 

The administrator decides which services to make 

available to users: 

 Display of internal information:  news, ongoing 

projects, connected users, etc. 

 Display of external information:  preconfigured 

RSS feeds and, if the administrator allows it, 

RSS feeds chosen freely by the user by 

indicating their URL. 

 Personal tools:  calendar, bookmarks, workflow, 

document management, etc. 

 Business portlets. 

 Widgets, notably ones proposed by Google 

(stock market, weather, maps, road traffic, etc.). 
As for RSS feeds, the administrator can limit the 

choice to preconfigured widgets or allow users to 

create new ones. 

Users personalize their desktop by placing the 
services in any number of tabs whose column width 

they choose. The services are then arranged by 

simple drag'n'drop. 

The layout of the virtual desktop adapts to the screen 

dimensions. 

 

 
Tabs and columns on the virtual desktop adapt to the screen size. 

The service selection interface is used only to add or 

remove services. To make this job easier for the user, 
it is possible to filter the proposed services by type. 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-vdp-lg.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-vdp-md.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-vdp-xs.jpg
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Interface used to manage services on the virtual desktop. 

Bookmarks 

The Bookmark service memorizes user-selected 

links to publications or documents managed in Jalios 
Digital Platform or to external sites. 

 
Bookmarks portlet. 

The Bookmark service can also memorize searches 
via the "Add to my bookmarks" link in the standard 

search results display. Note that the search criteria 

are memorized, not the resulting "hits list". 

 
Naming a search to be memorized as a bookmark. 

The Bookmarks plugin gives the user direct access to 
all his bookmarks from the top bar. From this menu 

he can also add, remove and search for bookmarks. 

 
Bookmarks menu in the top bar. 

The "Manage bookmarks" function in the menu is 

used to edit, delete and sort bookmarks, and organize 
them into separate folders. 

 
Bookmarks manager. 

Recent History 

The Recent History service displays the content and 

documents most recently consulted. It can be 
configured to display only content in the current 

space. 

http://community.jalios.com/plugin/bookmarks
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-vdp-services.jpg
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Recent History display. 

Vacation requests 

Jalios provides a plugin that allows staff to submit 
vacation requests then monitor their status, and to 

allow managers to approve them (for example, the 
team leader plus the Admin Department).  

Once the request is confirmed, the absence becomes 

visible in a calendar.  

This function is flexible:  the basic configuration can 

be adapted to your organization. 

 
A vacation request. 

Newsletter 

The Newsletter plugin can support any number of 
newsletters. Each one has its own particular layout 

(attention:  models must be designed carefully, since 
email clients do not have the same elaborate 

rendering abilities as browsers). 

 
Example of a newsletter. 

With each newsletter is associated a set of 

subscribers who have subscribe to it (they can also 
unsubscribe). 

It is possible to subscribe automatically all the 

members of a group. 

The newsletter's content can be pre-fed with existing 

content then re-edited by a contributor assigned to 

this task. It is possible to include dynamic parts in 

newsletters (e.g. recipient name, date, etc.):  these 
are resolved prior to sending. 

All newsletters can be viewed on the site, so people 

can see what they are about, then subscribe if they 
wish and consult previous issues. 

The plugin provides an interface for managing 

subscriptions and for sending and following up 
dispatches. A workflow controls the sending of 

newsletters. The follow-up function shows how 

many subscribers got the newsletter email and which 

people opened it. 

Legibility adapted to all screens 

Jalios Digital Platform user interfaces are carefully 

designed to operate on large screens, tablets and 
cellphones;  to fit optimally on the screen, they all 

apply the Responsive Web Design principle. 

Some elements may disappear when the screen is too 
small, for example texts in the top bar. But in most 

cases the page elements are stacked downwards to 

adapt to the screen size. 

http://support.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2012-03/jcms71-recent-history.jpg
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Jalios Digital Platform adapts to all screens. 

Jalios Digital Platform is based on the Bootstrap 3.2 
framework that simplifies the design of adaptable 

interfaces. For this purpose it proposes four 

breakpoints associated with five screen width types: 

 

 
The five screen width types. 

Jalios Digital Platform has been entirely revamped to 

operate with tactile tablets and smartphones. All 
elements in forms (button, fields, etc.) can be 

manipulated with a mouse or fingertip. 

In very rich tools like Jalios Digital Platform, the 
main challenge when integrating Responsive Web 

Design natively is to support the composability and 

richness of interfaces. Jalios Digital Platform is 

capable of building sites of all kinds, notably 
websites, intranet and extranet portals and business 

sites. Some of these occupy the full page width while 

others are composed on a predefined width. Sites 
often have a static column on the left, some even on 

the right;  some have a central display occupying the 

entire available width. 

Jalios Digital Platform's components adapt 

effectively to all these different situations. 

Some of them, including the Personal Desktop and 

collaborative spaces, allow the user to choose the 
horizontal composition (the number of columns). On 

large screens, the user's chosen horizontal 

composition is respected, but if there are more than 
two columns and the screen is narrow, there is too 

little space for each column, so Jalios Digital 

Platform decides what to do. On small screens, the 

responsive composition feature kicks in to adjust 
column widths and stack them vertically. 

Column content must also adapt to the width. Images 

and videos therefore adapt to the available size. For 

forms, Jalios Digital Platform chooses a composition 

dynamically to fit in the available space. With a large 
space, labels and fields will be on the same line, but 

in a smaller space the labels are moved above the 

fields. 

Smartphone plugin for the 
intranet 

 
All services are compatible with smartphones. 

Jalios incorporates a web interface specifically for 
smartphone browsing. It gives the user access to all 

his important functions including searching, network 

activities, calendar, directory, blogs, bookmarks, 
consultation history, micro-blogging (News tab) and 

all his spaces (Spaces tab). 

The same user menu as in the standard Jalios 
interface is available, but in the form of a sidebar 

opening from left to right. 

When the user clicks a link contained in an email 

received on his smartphone, the smartphone version 
of the information is displayed. 

Multicriteria searching 

The principal need of all users is rapid access to 
specific information. Manual categorization of 

documents by content creators or the webmaster 
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facilitates the search for information. Combined with 

other searching modes on full text or fields, the use 

of categories can make searching highly efficient. 

Jalios Digital Platform provides multiple search 
mechanisms on content, documents and archives 

(full text, on categories, on metadata) and, 

particularly important, it allows search queries to be 
refined. 

Full-text searching 

Text searches are used to seek character strings, 
specific words or word lists. The results are sorted 

according to relevance or other criteria. The elements 

sought are highlighted in the "hit list" returned and in 
the content itself. If a user makes a mistake when 

entering his search text, the spell checking function 

suggests alternative searches. 

Textual searching on the content of publications can 

be extended to the content of the attachments by 

means of the indexing module which can index 

popular types of office documents:  MS-Office, 
OpenOffice, PDF and RTF. 

It is also possible to define a set of synonyms to 

make searching even more pertinent. For example, 
setting vehicle as a synonym of car will find all 

publications that contain the word car during a 

search for vehicle. 

Searching on fields enables actual field values to be 
found. And searches can be limited to titles or 

abstracts, for example. 

Searching on categories 

Categories are just a hierarchy of keywords, so they 
enable intuitive searching by entering keywords. 

A user-friendly interface facilitates searching in 
categories in a complex tree structure. An automatic 

completion feature proposes to the user all categories 

whose name contains the characters he is currently 
entering, then direct access after selection. 

 
Completion during a category search. 

When the number of hits is very large, Jalios Digital 
Platform suggests to the user to refine his search 

with additional criteria (date, text, category, etc.). 
Refinement categories relevant to the results 

obtained are proposed in thematic branches (faceted 

searching). 

Faceted searching 

The search interface includes refinement facets 

which are grouped in a column to the right of the 
results. It is then possible to filter the results by 

selecting categories, tags, publication types, 

document types, dates, authors, etc. 

 
Faceted searching proposed to the right of the hit list. 

Tag cloud 

Like the tag clouds made popular by websites such 
as Flickr and Del.icio.us, the Cloud portlet produces 
lists of categories whose visible size depends either 

on the number of content items found or the number 

of consultations of these items: 
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Presentation of categories in a Cloud portlet. 

Confidentiality:  control by access rights 

Search hit lists show only content and documents for 

which the user has read rights. In other words, users 
are not informed of the existence of content or 

documents they are not allowed to see. 

This also applies to implicit searches, for example 
portlets displaying the latest articles, the latest 

uploaded documents or a network's member activity 

stream. 

Unified search 

Jalios Digital Platform provides a single, unified 
searching interface to search for content, documents 
and people. 

 
Unified query results on publications and the members directory. 

Instant search 

The "results-as-you-type" instant search feature 

improves the user's efficiency:  as he enters his 
search criterion, a list of proposed results 

progressively appears to help him find the 

information he wants as fast as possible. The results 
are divided into two groups:  users and publications. 

 
Instant search suggestions. 

Generalist portal 

Content syndication and aggregation 

Syndication refers to mechanisms used to display on 
a site content from another site. For example, many 

information-type websites extend their audience by 
exploiting a syndication mechanism to display their 

latest news on other sites too. Several syndication 

processes exist, most of them based on the XML 
standard. 

Jalios Digital Platform supports the RSS and Atom 

formats: 

 RSS (Really Simple Syndication) is a widely 

used XML format well suited to information 

sites. 

 Atom is a rival format supported by Google. 

Jalios Digital Platform manages aggregation and 

export. It provides a portlet to display RSS and Atom 
feeds in a portal. The RSS feeds can be displayed 

full-screen and it is possible to activate the "reader 

tracking" function. 

Jalios Digital Platform comes with a Feed portlet for 

exporting publications in RSS/Atom format. These 

feeds can be incorporated in external sites or read via 

aggregators. 

 
Jalios Digital Platform supports RSS syndication  

(both import and export). 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-search-results.png
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Fast display (overview card) 

To avoid having to load a page to get details about a 

content item, a document or a person, Jalios provides 
a fast "overview card" display which appears on the 

fly when the mouse pointer is left momentarily on a 

link. 

For example, the enterprise social network activity 

indicates that a member has uploaded a document, 

has added a contact, will participate in a meeting, 

etc. To find out more (What's the document about? 
When will the meeting take place? To which 

company does this contact belong?), you can take a 

look at the overview card, which is quicker than 
displaying a new page by clicking the link. 

 
Overview card of a document  

(hold the mouse pointer on the link to see it). 

The overview card is specific to each type of data 
(member, publication) and even to the browsing 

context. For example, in a conversation space, a 

member's card displays his level of participation in 

the current space (animator, expert, number of 
points, number of questions/ideas, replies/reactions, 

etc.), in addition to his contact details. The overview 

card display can be configured. 

 
A user's overview card in a conversation space. 

Multilingual sites 

Jalios Digital Platform has the unique advantage 
over rival software of having native multilingual 

features. 

It supports extended character sets (Unicode UTF-8), 
which makes it possible to build multilingual sites – 

even in non-Latin languages such as Arab, Chinese, 

Hebrew and Japanese – to widen their audience. 

When creating content types, each field can be set to 

monolingual or multilingual. In the latter case, the 

input form will include a tab for each language. 

 
Thanks to UNICODE, Jalios Digital Platform supports Latin,  

Arab, Hebrew, Asian and Cyrillic alphabets. 

The Jalios Digital Platform search interface allows a 
language to be specified before searching for 

content. 

Jalios Digital Platform presents the information on 

the screen in the user's own language, which is 

determined according to various criteria (in order of 

decreasing priority): 

 Explicit choice by the user (click on a national 
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flag). 

 Implicit choice by the user (defined in his 

profile). 

 Implicit according to the browser's language. 

When consulting a publication, if the user's browser 

uses the main language, the content fields are shown 
in this language. 

If the browser uses another language, the fields are 

shown in this other language provided this language 
version has been input, otherwise in the main 

language. 

When entering content in a form, any mandatory 
fields must be input in at least the main language. 

The main language of each content item is that of the 

site unless its contributor chooses a different one. 

The translation copy facility enables translators to 
work on their language versions separately and 

asynchronously, following a validation circuit 

specific to each language. 

All the text parts of publication types (labels, 

description, etc.) and workflows (labels, statuses and 

roles) can be entered for all the languages used on 
the site. 

Finally, the entire standard user interface of Jalios 

Digital Platform is in French and English. It can be 

extended to other languages by translating a 
resources file. 

Sixteen-language interface 

All Jalios Digital Platform interfaces and all plugins 
(with the exception of a few technical plugins) are 

now available in 10 languages: 

 German 

 English 

 Simplified Chinese 

 Traditional Chinese (requires a Java 1.7 

environment) 

 Korean 

 Spanish 

 French 

 Hungarian 

 Italian 

 Japanese 

 Polish 

 Portuguese 

 Romanian 

 Russian 

 Slovakian 

 Czech 

Examples of localized interfaces: 

 
Admin Area in Spanish. 

 
Usage analysis in German. 

 
Properties Editor in simplified Chinese. 

 
Opening a collaborative space in Japanese. 
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Editing a profile in Korean. 

 
Choosing a language in the authentication interface. 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-05/jcms8sp1-l10n-alerteditor.png
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Documentary Management 

Sharing documents is one of the prime functions of a 

collaborative intranet. A large proportion of 
knowledge and informal exchanges involve office 

documents. Multimedia content (photos, videos, 

sound recordings) is increasingly used as well. 

To exploit documents to their full advantage, Jalios 
Digital Platform controls every phase of their life 

cycle:  collective creation, validation, categorization, 

distribution (with controlled access rights), 
searching, expiry, and archiving. 

Collaborative publishing 

Office documents 

Jalios Digital Platform supports all types of 
documents, including popular formats such as MS-

Office, Open Office and OpenXML, and it handles 
their indexing. 

 

JDrive 

Jalios JDrive is a component of Jalios Digital 
Platform that provides on a user's workstation an up-

to-date copy of the documents on a Jalios Digital 
Platform site. The synchronization is automatic and 

done in both directions.  

This allows users to modify documents off-line. As 

soon as they reconnect to the server, the 
synchronization is done automatically. 

 
JDrive synchronization icon. 

 
Synchronization history. 

 
Notification indicator on the desktop. 

 
Example of uploading an invoice-type document from JDrive. 

It is possible to synchronize all the old and new 
documents from a category. 

A quota can be set in order to limit the risk of user 

workstation saturation. 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2014-10/jcms9-jdrive-upload.png
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JDrive also comes with a personal, automatic 

uploading service. Any document placed in the 

JDrive folder is transparently uploaded to the 

platform, but it is visible only to its owner. This 
allows users to keep private, personal working 

documents on the platform before sharing them later. 

JDrive enables documents to be edited directly on 
the platform without having to copy them first to the 

user workstation (LiveEdition). JDrive opens a 

utility program installed on the workstation and later 
re-uploads the modified version of the file to the 

server. LiveEdition is compatible with all file 

formats, provided an editor is installed on the user 

workstation. This makes life easier for users since 
they can use their favorite tools. 

 
Button used to edit a document. 

Finally, JDrive incorporates the notion of document 

model, enabling the user to create a document based 
on a model from his JDrive. 

JCapture 

The JCapture plugin is a tool for capturing and 
processing dematerialized documents. It provides a 

ready-to-use interface for treating paper documents 

such as information forms, incoming letters, price 
quotes, supplier invoices and purchase orders. 

JCapture is often coupled with a scanner, but it can 

also operate on email streams (via incoming mail or 
the Outlook plugin) or streams from third-party 

systems (via the Import Document plugin or by Web 

Services). 

A JCapture treatment is initiated either when 

digitizing the document on a scanner or via an 

attachment received in Outlook (via the Outlook 

plugin) or a PDF document already stored in Jalios 
Digital Platform (click the "Process with JCapture" 

button). 

 

JCapture coupled with a scanner. 

The JCapture processing interface comprises a bar to 

select the capture template, a PDF viewer, and a 
processing form. 

To make things easy, JCapture proposes capture 

templates that define the metadata to apply to the 
document and also the document's categories. For 

example, a "price quote" template will display the 

"supplier" category branch, whereas a "purchase 

order" template will display the "customer" category 
branch. 

 
Processing an invoice with JCapture. 

In order to simplify and speed document processing, 
JCapture is able to detect automatically the capture 

template to apply to a document by using pattern 

matching techniques in identified zones of the page. 
It is also possible to extract content from documents 

to identify the document title and description. 

For more complex business needs, it is possible to 
supply capture templates with specific forms and 

feed different fields by extracting text from the 

document. 

https://community.jalios.com/plugin/jcapture
https://community.jalios.com/plugin/importdocument
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2014-10/jcms9-jcapture-editor.png
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Defining text zones to automatically determine  

the capture template and to extract text. 

When JCapture is coupled with an external feed 

system, the Captures List portlet displays all the 

documents that have not yet been treated. Their auto-

detected types are shown: 

 
The "Captures List" portlet displays all  

documents that have not yet been processed. 

Synchronous editing with Google Docs 

Google Docs, a component of the Google Drive 
service, is a function used to co-edit documents 

synchronously via Google Drive. In other words, all 

users see the changes in real time. Documents can be 
of various types:  text, spreadsheet, slideshow, 

drawing. The Google Drive plugin integrates this 

service very finely in Jalios Digital Platform. 

An MS-Office document can be edited in the form of 
a Google Docs document. The author can terminate 

the co-editing and recover his MS-Office document 

whenever he wants. 

 
Co-editing a Google Docs document. 

At any time, users can recover an MS-Office version 

of the document. This is particularly useful for 
people who have read rights but have not been 

invited to do Google Docs editing, (in which case 

they see the standard Jalios Digital Platform 
document interface). A box identifying Google Docs 

document allows users to ask to participate in the co-

editing; the document's author can approve this 

request. 

 
Request for access to a Google Doc. 

When creating a document, the ergonomics of this 
plugin is very similar to that of the MS-Office add-

in:  the user chooses the document type and template, 
and then he invites selected users and groups to co-

edit or comment the document. Once the Google 

Doc is created, the user is directed to the document's 

page. 

Participants receive an alert informing them that they 

are invited to edit or comment the document. 

It is possible to add a new Google Drive document 
using the Add menu in the top bar or via the Action 

menu in the Explorer portlet. The action bar of a 

Google Docs document adapts to the screen size. 

https://www.google.com/intl/fr/drive/start/apps.html
https://www.google.com/intl/fr/drive/start/index.html?authuser=0
https://community.jalios.com/jcms/jc_129580/fr/module-google-drive-20
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-jcapture-model.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/screenshot-jcapture-gallery.jpg
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-gdoc-fulldisplay.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-gdoc-forbidden.png
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Adding a Google Docs document via  
the Add menu in the top bar. 

 
Adding a Google Docs document via 

 the Action menu in the Explorer portlet. 

 
Creating a Google Docs document:  choosing participants. 

The Google Docs portlet lists all Google Docs being 
edited. When used on the Personal Desktop, it lists 

the user's documents; when placed in a collaborative 
space, it lists all the space's documents. 

Office 365 

Jalios proposes an Office 365 plugin that enables 
people to use Office 365 to share and jointly edit MS 

Office documents directly in Jalios Digital Platform. 

Users can opt to use Office 365 to edit documents 
stored in Jalios Digital Platform. 

 
Edit a document using Office 365. 

The document is then processed by Office 365 and 
stored in the user's OneDrive. The Office viewer 

replaces the Jalios viewer. 

 
Office 365 viewer integrated in Jalios. 

Starting from the Office 365 viewer integrated in 
Jalios, people can edit their document online using 

their Office 365 account and invite other members to 

co-edit the same document. 

Afterwards the document can be reintegrated in 

Jalios or left in the Office 365 OneDrive. 

Documents can be created directly with Office 365 
starting from a blank page or using a model. 

 
Creating a new document. 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-googledrive-add-menu.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-googledrive-explorer.jpg
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-gdoc-step3.png
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Creating a new document from one that  
already exists on the user workstation. 

The Explorer 365 service allows a user to browse in 

his Office 365 space, manage the documents and 
folders it contains, and perform searches. 

 
Office 365 Explorer 

The Jalios search function is extended by a facet 
specific to documents in the Office 365 space. This 

means that both Jalios and Office 365 documents can 

be accessed from the same place. 

Multiple document uploading 

Regardless of the page he is viewing, a contributor 

can use the Add menu to rapidly upload a document. 
The document upload interface applies the 

progressive disclosure principle. When it opens, the 

interface shows only the upload field (with 
drag'n'drop functionality) or the file selection field. 

All additional information (workspace, document 

type, categories, rights, etc.) is by default pre-filled 
and masked;  you can see them by clicking the 

"More options" button. 

It is also possible to upload a .ZIP file;  this will be 

decompressed on the server. 

With recent browsers supporting HTML 5, it is 

possible to make multiple uploads by simple 

drag'n'drop. 

 
The default upload interface (folded view). 

 
The upload interface with the options unfolded. 

Custom document types 

It is possible to create any number of document types 
with Jalios Digital Platform. In particular, business 

document types with specific fields can be prepared 

for contributors. For example, an invoice type might 

have fields for the issuer, invoice number, payment 
date, total, VAT, and so on. Document types are 

created in the type editor just like all other 

publication types. 

Personalized documents have all the usual functions 

available for basic types (upload, index, history, etc. 

and they are compatible with all the documentary 

modules (Document Viewer, MS-Office add-in, 
JDrive, JCapture, antivirus control, encryption, etc.). 

When uploading a document, the Document Type 

menu is used to choose the type being uploaded, 
after which the specific fields of this type appear. 

 
Example of upload of a customized document type 

(in this case an invoice). 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-upload-collapsed.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-upload-expanded.jpg
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Work Copy of documents 

As for all the other publication types, it is possible to 

make a work copy of a document. This means that 
the current version remains consultable while the 

work copy is being modified and following the 

validation steps defined by its workflow. 

The work copy file is a duplicate of the document 

file, so it can be updated without affecting the 

original document. 

Work copies appear with a specific badge. They can 
be edited with MS-Office. 

 
Creating a work copy from the Explorer portlet. 

Choosing an associated PDF version 

With the PDF Converter plugin a PDF is 
automatically generated for every uploaded office 
document (MS-Office, Open Office, LibreOffice). 

LibreOffice performs the conversion. The PDF 

produced for some MS-Office documents is not 

always a perfect image of the original:  there may be 
some differences in layout, font types and sizes, 

object locations, etc., which may be a nuisance if the 

format is important. 

However, Jalios Digital Platform allows a PDF to be 

associated manually with any document (except a 

PDF), in which case the Thumbnail Generator and 
Document Viewer plugins will exploit this PDF file 

to generate their file. 

 

Uploading a PDF associated with a document. 

Workflow for attachments 

The workflow for attachments is the one applied by 
default to documents. Only documents using this 

workflow are coupled to the status of publications 

referencing them. Documents using a different 

workflow are not coupled in this way and can 
therefore follow a validation and distribution circuit 

completely decorrelated for any publications that 

might reference them. 

 
Only documents using the attachments workflow  

are coupled to their referencing publications. 

Public link 

Although collaborative tools like Jalios Digital 
Platform reduce considerably the number of 

attachments sent by mail, it is sometimes necessary 
to send a document to another person. If this person 

has access to the site, the recommendation function 

meets this need perfectly. But recommendation is not 

possible for people outside the organization who are 
denied access to the site. 

Jalios Digital Platform enables users to share 

protected documents with external people. To do 
this, on the document's page the "Public Link" action 

opens a window showing a unique URL that can be 

sent to any recipient who can then use it to download 
the document within 7 days (this time limit is 

parameter-defined). The link can be made either to 

the original format of the document or to the PDF 

version generated automatically by Jalios Digital 
Platform. 

This method of sending attachments has several 

advantages. First, the document does not risk 
overloading the recipient's mailbox, so there is no 

limit on its size. Secondly, access to the document is 

limited in time and is also tracked. Accesses to 
documents via such public links are counted on 

behalf of the person who generated the link. 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-filedoc-workcopy.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-filedoc-pdf.png
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-wf-attachment.jpg
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A public link to a document enables it to be shared  

with people who could not normally see it. 

Dematerialization (OCR) 

The Kofax Capture plugin enables Jalios Digital 
Platform to be coupled with Kofax Capture 

digitization and character recognition software. 
Kofax Capture digitizes paper documents, reads 

them semi-automatically and extracts relevant data. 

It can for example digitize an invoice and, having 

knowledge of a range of invoice templates, extract 
the supplier's name and details, the date, the amount 

to pay, etc. 

Once the processing is terminated, Kofax Capture 
groups all the digitized pages from a given document 

in a PDF file and produces an XML file containing 

the extracted data. The Jalios Kofax Capture plugin 
intervenes during this phase by integrating in Jalios 

Digital Platform the PDF document and creating a 

content item from the data in the XML file. This 

content can then follow a workflow procedure and 
receive rights just like any other Jalios Digital 

Platform content. The choice of the content type and 

mapping of the fields is defined by configuration for 
simple cases or by specific developments. 

 
Paper document dematerialization using the Kofax solution. 

The Jalios OCR plugin is used to perform optical 
character recognition when uploading a PDF file to 

Jalios Digital Platform, which then makes it possible 

to search for specific content in all PDF files, and to 
process them using JCapture. 

This means that users do not need a scanner and an 

OCR program:  they simply upload the PDF file to 

Jalios. 

Outlook plugin 

The Outlook plugin is a useful add-in tool to manage 
email, contacts and calendars. 

First, it enables sharing of emails and attachments. 

Using the Jalios icon in the ribbon or the contextual 

menu on a message, you can upload a message to the 

site. If it has attachments, you can choose one or 
more of them to accompany this upload. The upload 

window allows the user to specify the document type 

to upload, as for MS-Office add-in and the JDrive 
plugin. 

 
Uploading an Outlook email to Jalios Digital Platform. 

If the JCapture plugin is installed, it is possible to 
process a capture on PDF attachments. 

 
Starting a JCapture treatment on an attachment. 

The Outlook plugin is also used in Jalios Digital 
Platform to share Outlook Calendar events. The 
principle is the same as for emails:  after selecting an 

event, just click the icon in the ribbon or use the 

http://www.kofax.com/capture/
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-public-link.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-outlook-mail.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-outlook-jcapture.jpg
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contextual menu to publish this event in Jalios 

Digital Platform. 

 
Sharing an Outlook Calendar event. 

The Outlook plugin also integrates fully with 
contacts management. So it is possible not only to 

export Outlook contacts to Jalios Digital Platform 
but also to search for and import Jalios Digital 

Platform contacts into Outlook. 

 
Contact import / export with the Outlook plugin. 

File import plugin 

In addition to the Kofax plugin, Jalios Digital 
Platform has a file import plugin that automatically 

creates a document when a file is uploaded into a 

folder. This plugin can be coupled with other 
document capture solutions. 

File encryption 

For confidentiality reasons, it may be important that 
files exchanged via Jalios Digital Platform be 

unreadable by a system administrator with access to 

the server hosting the application. 

The File Encryption plugin offers a good solution. 

It can encrypt a file on request prior to its uploading, 

or encrypt one already uploaded, or even 

systematically encrypt all documents from a given 

workspace. 

Encrypted documents are subject to several 

functional restrictions: 

 The document content is not indexed. 

 There is no PDF conversion or viewer. 

 No thumbnail is generated. 

 They cannot be edited using WebDAV, JDrive, 

Office 365 or Google Docs. 

The encryption is performed on the server side, as is 

the decryption before sending documents. For this 
reason, a secure client-server HTTPS connection is 

essential. 

Since the Jalios encryption plugin uses a 
symmetrical encryption system with a key present on 

the server, this encryption should be seen only as 

additional obstacle for a hacker, not an infallible 
protection. It complements other measures, such as 

restricting server access to accredited people. 

Upload quotas and control 

Jalios Digital Platform has several mechanisms to 
ensure good usage of disk space and avoid 

undesirable uploads. 

The first controls the size with respect to the 

document type uploaded:  it is possible, for example, 

to refuse the upload of videos exceeding 1 GB and 

Word documents exceeding 50 MB. 

The second mechanism checks the disk space 

consumption of the entire site and of each space. It is 

possible to define quotas and alert thresholds at these 
two levels. The global configuration is performed via 

the Properties Editor and can be done space by 

space. 

 
When the global disk occupancy or that of a space is close to the 

threshold, an email is sent to the administrator concerned. 

Jalios Digital Platform provides an interface to 
monitor global disk usage (choose Admin Area > 

Supervision > Disk quotas): 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-outlook-calendar.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-outlook-contact.jpg
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Global monitoring of disk quotas. 

Workspace administrators can see details of the disk 

usage from their space (Administration > 
Dashboards > Documents): 

 
Monitoring the disk quotas of a space. 

WebDAV 

Jalios Digital Platform enables WebDAV access to 

documents. 

WebDAV, a protocol supported by many leading 

office tools, facilitates the update of native 

documents;  this becomes just as simple as saving 
them locally. For added security, WebDAV 

incorporates a locking mechanism to prevent 

concurrent modifications. Finally, since WebDAV's 
definition of a folder corresponds to the Jalios 

Digital Platform definition of a category, document 

filing is intuitive. 

This WebDAV version is compatible with all 
Windows browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox, 

Safari, Chrome). 

 
Document uploading with WebDAV:   

(on the left, the names in the WebDAV directory;   

on the right, the Windows desktop from which the drag'n'drop is done). 

WebDAV implementation necessitates a user 

environment controlled by IT specialists. This is why 
Jalios recommends the installation of its MS-Office 

add-in. 

Document signature 

The Universign plugin enables use of the Universign 
electronic signature process developed by the 

Cryptolog company. 

Jalios provides a workflow engine to validate a 

document or content item by one or more people 

following a multi-step validation cycle. 

The Universign module adds the notion of a 

"probative signature/timestamp". 

When a document is displayed, choose the "Sign" 

option in the Action menu (this function is available 
only to authorized users). 

 
Button used to start the signature procedure. 

Signing members are selected in the modal pop-up: 

 
Choosing the signers. 
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Each signatory makes his signature (with or without 
SMS validation depending on how Universign has 

been configured). The signature is than stamped on 

the document both digitally and visually. 

Once the document is signed, the PDF with the 

signatures is uploaded again to platform where it 

replaces the existing document. This protects the 
document against further updates. 

An interface is provided to allow an administrator to 

list all signing transactions: 

 
Jalios Digital Platform interface used to see signatures. 

Using documents 

Document Explorer 

The Explorer plugin enables intuitive access to 
content and documents when browsing in the filing 

hierarchy. A given document can appear in several 

places without being duplicated. 

 
Explorer plugin. 

Searching 

Jalios Digital Platform handles the indexing of 
documents and the conversion of office documents 
into PDF format. These documents then become 

searchable and consultable using the search engine. 

An option provides for distribution of documents in 

unmodifiable PDF format to meet security and 
responsibility needs. 

See Multicriteria searching. 

Document Viewer 

The Document Viewer plugin is used to display 

office documents in the web browser without using 
any specific software. 

To display Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint 

documents, these must first be converted into PDF 
using the PDF Converter plugin. 

 
Document Viewer used on a PowerPoint document. 

Document thumbnail preview 

The Thumbnail Generator plugin displays a 
condensed view of the first page of a document. It 

can handle PDF, video and audio files. The preview 

is notably displayed in the Document Explorer and in 
contextual menus. 

 
Preview of an office document. 

Multimedia documents 

The Media Explorer provides access to multimedia 
documents – video, MP3 audio, Flash – that help to 

animate websites. 

http://support.jalios.com/jcms/jx_60910/module-de-generation-d-apercus
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The media explorer has a browsing bar used to filter, 

sort and search for media. For reasons of simplicity 

and efficiency, the upload panel is placed directly 

above the media gallery. 

 
With the Media Explorer media can be  

uploaded rapidly by drag'n'drop. 

Media Library 

The Media Library plugin presents a set of content in 
the form of images. The content presented can be of 

any type having a visual representation (photos, 
videos, office documents, etc.). 

 
Media Library:  a "contact sheet" of thumbnail images. 

The plugin also provides full-screen browsing and 
slide-show functions. It allows the downloading of 

images in given resolutions and the generation of 

ZIP archives from a selected set of images. 

 
Media Library:  presentation as a slideshow. 

Carrousel template 

The content display portlet comes with a "carrousel" 

template based on Bootstrap's carrousel. Each result 

is presented with its image, title and a link to the 
display template. 

 
Carrousel template. 

Image editor 

The Jalios Digital Platform image editor is used to 
crop and rotate images, after which the user can 

update the original image or save the modified image 
in a new file. 

 
Image editor used to crop and rotate images. 

Video Player 

Jalios Digital Platform comes with a video player 
compatible with PCs, tablets and smartphones. This 

player (from MediaElement.js) uses HTML5 on 
recent browsers (Firefox, Chrome, Safari, IE10). For 

older browsers older it emulates the HTML5 

<video> tag function using Flash or Silverlight. 

This player supports many video and audio formats 

(H264, WebM, FLV, MP3, YouTube, etc.). It is 

responsive in that it adapts to the available space. 

http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/javascript.html#carousel
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-mediabrowser.jpg
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-carrousel.png
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MediaElement.js video player. 

Video plugin 

The Jalios Digital Platform Video plugin is used to 

import videos and handle format conversions. It 
enables a contributor to choose an image shown on 

the video player before starting. 

SVG format 

Jalios Digital Platform recognizes graphic files 
(images and animations) in SVG format and displays 

them when they are present in the detailed view of a 
document. 

The default dimensions of the display panel (100%, 

600) can be configured using properties that apply to 
the entire site. 

 
SVG document. 

EPUB format 

Jalios Digital Platform recognizes files in EPUB 

(Electronic PUBlication) format, one of the most 
popular for electronic books. There is no viewer 

integrated in the page, but the Firefox add-in 

EPUBReader can be used to open these files. 

http://www.epubread.com/en/
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-video-player-md.jpg
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-filedoc-svg.png
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Content Management 

Jalios Digital Platform allows editorial teams to 

work collaboratively. 

A site can be partitioned between several teams. For 

intranets, this is useful in enterprises that grant 

autonomy to their departments;  for Internets, it 

simplifies the management of multiple sites. 

Editorial content 

A contributor accesses all the content he has already 

created in his personalized workspace. He creates 
new content items either by duplicating existing ones 

or by choosing the type of a new item he wants to 

create. 

Intuitive editing 

Most editing can be done intuitively from the "front 

office" (the site's consultation interface). But Jalios 
Digital Platform also comes with powerful "back 

office" functions that facilitate the work of editorial 

managers. 

 
Intuitive editing on the consultation interface. 

Form separated from content 

Jalios Digital Platform clearly separates the notions 

of format and content. The structure of publications 
is defined using content types. A content type is 

composed of fields (text field, rich text field, date, 

links, etc.) each of which has attributes. 

With each content type are associated one or more 

templates defining the presentation of publications of 

this type. 

 
Example of a display as a list of carrousels. 

Inputting content and metadata 

The contributor enters his content using a form 
composed of input fields that depend on the content 

type:  text, numbers, dates, attachments, references 

(URL), etc. 

 
A contributor creates an article using a form. 

He then chooses the position of his publication on 

the site, categorizes it and assigns reading rights to it, 

and possibly adds publication, expiry and archiving 
dates. Once he is satisfied with his publication, he 

submits it for publication, then publishes it (or 

schedules the publication) in accordance with the 

editorial workflow. 
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Categories are created to store publications in a logical manner. 

To every content item Jalios Digital Platform 
attaches metadata, such as author, 

creation/modification/archiving dates, and status in 

the workflow. 

 
General metadata of a publication. 

 
Advanced metadata of a publication. 

 

Thumbnails presentation template 

Jalios Digital Platform uses a presentation template 

to list content in the form of images. It can also 
present all other types of publication, in which case 

the image or the media associated with the 

publication is displayed. This image is found either 
in an image field or otherwise in wiki or wysiwyg 

fields. The template can also display videos. 

 
Thumbnails presentation template used  

on a Query/Foreach portlet. 

Time Preview 

All content can be previewed even if it is not yet 
released. 

The time preview shows the content of a portal page 

as it will appear on a given date. When this preview 

is activated, a temporal browsing interface appears 

above the portal page. Just choose the date and time 
to preview the current page. 

 
Time Preview. 

Collaborative publishing and content 
type locking 

Jalios Digital Platform uses two types of locks on 
publications. Weak locks (yellow icon) are 
automatically set when a user is editing a 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-thumbnails.jpg
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publication. They are purely informative:  another 

user editing the same publication will simply be 

warned that another user is working on it. Weak 

locks are automatically unset when the user exits his 
editing form. 

There are also hard locks (blue icon) to guarantee 

that a content item or document can be edited by 
only one person at a time, the one who holds the 

lock. Some add-ins such as MS-Office and JDrive 

automatically set a hard lock when a user edits a 
document. 

 
Locking a Wiki page. 

Choosing the target space 

To make contributors' work easier, the choice of the 
target space is systematically positioned in first field 

of the contribution interfaces in a modal window. 

Combined with the new Add menu, this makes 

publication easier, regardless of where the 
contributor is working. Jalios Digital Platform 

proposes a space according to the current space and 

the member's publication rights:  it selects the first 
space in which the user can make this publication. 

 
In contribution windows, the target space is  

always selected in the first field. 

Automatic publication monitoring 

Publication monitoring enables alerts to be issued 

when a publication is modified or commented. In 
Jalios Digital Platform, such alerts are sent by 

default to the author of the publication concerned, 

but if the author thinks the monitoring is unnecessary 
for certain publications, he can deactivate it for them 

at any time. 

Print preview 

Jalios Digital Platform shows a printable view of a 
page when the user asks for its printout. 

 
A print preview automatically appears  

when the user asks for a printout. 

Export PDF 

This plugin is used to make a PDF file from a 
content item, such as an article, a wiki or a meeting 

report. The function is found in the item's contextual 
menu: 

 
Export PDF 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-stronglock.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-poll.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2014-10/jcms9-printview.png
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Version management 

Version management contributes to the quality of the 

site. Experience proves that traceability of operations 
makes participants more attentive and responsible. 

Jalios Digital Platform keeps a complete record of all 

modifications made to all publications from creation 
to destruction. Version management allows users to 

know what modifications have been made, by whom, 

and when. It is possible to find the status or content 

of a publication at any given date, and to re-publish 
an old version or a publication that has been deleted. 

For every update of a publication, its author states 

whether the changes are minor or major. 

 
Indication of a major/minor publication update. 

The change history highlights major changes made 
to a publication, identifies the author and the date, 

and the modifications engendered by a merge of a 

work copy. 

 
Modification history of a publication. 

Two versions of a publication can be compared to 

find out precisely what was changed, and by whom. 

 
Comparison of two versions. 

Publication linking 

In Jalios Digital Platform, publications can reference 
each other via link fields. This referencing can be 

done in both directions:  from the referencing 
document and reciprocally from the referenced 

document (inverse link). 

This is particularly useful with plugins that can 
upload documents (MS-Office, Outlook, JDrive, 

Google Drive) since it allows an uploaded document 

to be linked rapidly to an existing publication. 

The linking is done using the "Link to…" menu in 
the advanced actions menu of a content item. A 

window appears to choose the linked publication and 

field in which the publication to be linked must be 
placed. 

 
Linking a document to an existing publication. 

Link consistency 

Jalios Digital Platform guarantees the consistency of 

links. If someone tries to delete a content item, this is 
allowed only if no links to this item exist. Otherwise 

the links are shown so that they can first be removed. 

Ergonomics and ease of use 

Jalios maintains a constant effort to ensure that its 

contribution interfaces are user-friendly and follow 

the ergonomics trends of modern websites. Ajax 
technology is used massively to ensure a fluid user 

experience. 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-attach-to.jpg
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Jalios Digital Platform employs the "progressive 

disclosure" principle (see 

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/progressive-

disclosure/) which consists in making applications 
easier to master by deferring advanced and rarely 

used functions to secondary windows. This means 

users find their essential functions on their page and 
can, if need be, call up other less-used functions in 

one or two clicks. 

This principle is often employed in the modal 
windows widely used in the publication process. For 

reasons of consistency, the contribution space is 

systematically proposed in first field. It is selected 

automatically taking into account the user's rights 
and the browsing context. This guides the user and 

improves his efficiency. 

 
Modal windows assist contributors by breaking  

down the input into several steps. 

Here is another example of progressive disclosure in 
Jalios Digital Platform:  as many as 27 actions are 

available on a document, depending on its type, 
installed plugins, user rights, etc. All of them can be 

useful, but many are rarely used by the average user. 

Proposing all of them together would overwhelm 
users, especially beginners! 

For this reason, on the page of a document only two 

or three pertinent actions are proposed: 

 The two common main actions: 

 Download the document, 

 Upload a new version (this appears only if 

the user has this right). 

 A main action specific to the document type, for 

example: 

 Image: edit the image, 

 PowerPoint file: use MS-PowerPoint to edit 

a slideshow, 

 PDF file: process using JCapture. 

 
A document page proposes by default only the most likely actions. 

A bar with essential icons also appears on the right. 

It proposes: 

 Two common main actions:   

 Edit the document, 

 Share the document. 

 Secondary actions specific to documents (and 
available plugins): 

 Add the document to my JDrive, 

 Co-edit the document with Google Docs. 

This action bar can be opened to reveal a dozen 

additional actions which depend on the available 

plugins: 

 
The action bar opens to reveal a set of additional actions. 

Finally, a dozen advanced actions are found by 
clicking on "More…" in the secondary actions bar. 

As usual with Jalios Digital Platform, it is possible to 
personalize these different action zones. 

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/progressive-disclosure/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/progressive-disclosure/
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Advanced actions appear by clicking on "More…" 

With the same idea in mind, many "data list" type 
interfaces (publications, documents, members, 

groups, searches, etc.) in Jalios Digital Platform have 

a "navbar" that groups all the actions that can be 
performed on this list:  add, filter, search, sort, etc. In 

each of these bars, a main action is highlighted and 

secondary actions are grouped in a drop-down menu 
called "Actions". 

Top Bar 

This bar present in all pages of Jalios Digital 
Platform has similar rendering and behavior in both 

the front office and back office. 

The top bar is designed to adapt to and remain 
operative on screens of any size, from a 30" PC 

monitor to a 4.7" smartphone. 

 

 

 
The top bar adapts to all screen widths. 

Browsing zones 

The Home icon can be clicked to return to the site's 

home page at any time. 

The My Spaces field provides easy access to your 
spaces. Just choose the required space in the list or 

type the first few letters of its name. 

 
Finding a space in the front office. 

In the back office, the user chooses a space and then 
finds himself in its back office. A small icon on the 

right leads to the space's home page. 

 
Finding a space in the back office. 

The sidebar 

The member's visible photo can be used to call up a 

sidebar:  a window on the left of the screen showing 
the main actions on the user's profile: 

 Access to the user's profile. 

 Delegation to another profile. 

 Disconnection. 

 Calendar (functions provided by the Calendar 

plugin). 

 Recent browsing:  the last publications 

consulted. 

 My recommendations:  recommendations sent 

and received. 

 My JDrive:  access to JDrive content (function 

provided by the JDrive plugin). 

 My blog:  access to the user's blog (function 

provided by the Blog plugin). 
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The sidebar provides rapid access to the user's personal data. 

Add menu 

The Add menu is a key feature for contributors in 

Jalios Digital Platform. This menu enables rapid 

publishing of a document, event, suggestion, 

question, survey, Wiki page, article, Google Doc, 
Evernote, Gantt project, etc. 

To make things simple, the menu is divided into two 

levels. These levels and their content depend on the 
installed plugins and the user's rights. For example, 

the Events menu will be visible only if the Calendar 

plugin is installed and the user has the right to 

publish calendar events. 

The Add menu also includes add functions that go 

beyond contributions, such as creating a contact 

sheet, opening a collaborative space or sending an 
alert. 

 
The first level of the Add menu in the top bar  

lists the main sections available. 

 
The Add menu of the "Content" section. 

Bookmarks 

If the Bookmarks plugin is installed, the bookmarks 
icon (a star) appears in the top bar. Clicking this icon 

displays the list of bookmarks which can be 

reorganized by clicking "Manage bookmarks". On a 

content item page it is also possible to add or remove 
this page from the bookmarks by clicking "Add to 

bookmarks" or "Remove from bookmarks". 

Bookmarks can be attached to internal publications, 
external Web pages and even Jalios Digital Platform 

search results. 

 
Bookmarks are accessible from the top bar. 

Advanced menu 

The Advanced menu provides centralized access to 

functions used by back office contributors, 

administrators and developers. Its content depends 
on the user's rights and the plugins installed. For 

example, the Time Preview plugin adds one entry 

whereas the DevTools plugin adds eight (compile 
LESS files, reload properties, etc.). 
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The Advanced menu in the top bar provides tools for advanced 

contributors, administrators and developers. 

Alerts 

The Alert icon (a bell) indicates the number of 
unread alerts and their type (information in blue, 

action in orange, warning in red). You can click this 

icon to see the list of alerts (see Alerts and 

notifications). 

 
The Alert icon in the top bar shows the list of alerts. 

Searches 

The Search field on the right provides unified access 
to publication and member searching. The results are 

displayed progressively as the users enter characters. 

 
The search zone in the top bar rapidly displays a list of "hits". 

Click the "Make a complete search" link to see the 

results in the search interface. 

 
List of search results. 

Editing form 

The upper part of the editing form is fixed and 
includes buttons, the title and main tabs (content, 

categories, rights, etc.). The lower part contains the 

fields of the selected tab. This part is kept visually 
unencumbered by minimizing the number of 

embedded boxes. 
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Publication editing forms. 

Many functions provide "modal" editing forms (see 
the Glossary), such as adding an event, a planning or 

a contact, or opening a collaborative space, a Gantt 
project, etc. 

Step-by-step form 

In order to speed certain input and guide the user, 
step-by-step forms, displayed in modal, can be used 

for example to: 

 plan a calendar event, 

 input a new calendar event, 

 create or request the creation of a new 

collaborative space, 

 recommend a publication to one's contacts. 

 
Step-by-step form used to create an event. 

Editing fields 

Every field used to select a content item, image or 
document enables the same actions when it is 

selected:  an action button to select the content item, 

image or file, and a cross to remove the field. 

 
Contextual menu. 

Most multivalue fields can be reordered by simple 
drag'n'drop. The addition of an item is immediate 

and does not necessitate the reloading of the form. 

 
Drag'n'drop of a multivalue field. 

All date fields have a calendar that appears directly 
in the page. Dates can be input in several formats 

(e.g. 15/10/2009, 15.10.2009 or 15 10 2009). 

 
Choosing a date in a calendar. 

WYSIWYG editing 

Contributors handling content containing rich text 
fields can use the rich-text (or WYSIWYG) editor 

based on TinyMCE from Moxiecode System AB that 
enables intuitive editing:  styles, hyperlinks, bullet 

and numbered lists, tables and images, while 

respecting the company's graphic style (CSS). 

Contributors can also search/replace and 
cut/copy/paste documents using office-type tools;  

the formatting is conserved and the resulting HTML 

code is cleaned of proprietary tags to reduce the 
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weight of pages and, above all, to respect the site 

rules. The user can change the height of text area 

fields and they are adjusted dynamically during text 

input. 

Finally, the spell-checker helps to ensure 

impeccable, error-free content. 

 
The WYSIWYG editor and spell checker  

facilitate rich text editing. 

Editing ergonomics:  autocompletion 

The autocompletion feature works on publication, 
category, member, group and workspace fields. It 

makes suggestions to the user once he starts typing 

text: 

 
Autocompletion on groups. 

For members, their photos are displayed: 

 
Simplified input of a member field. 

For categories, if the user inputs a category that does 

not exist but he has creation rights on categories in 
this branch, he can add one. We see that this new 

input mode gives users the equivalent of the tags 

employed in other Web 2.0 services (Flickr, 
Delicious, Facebook, etc.) while maintaining the 

richness of categories (uniqueness, displacement, 

multilingual, query, caddy, etc.). 

This principle is used, for example, in conversation 
spaces. 

 
Creating categories on the fly. 

By default, the number of visible suggestions is 

limited to 10, but sometimes there are more and the 
item sought is not visible. Jalios Digital Platform 

resolves this difficulty by providing a simplified 

pagination (next/previous) system in the list. 

 
When there are more than 10 autocompletion  
suggestions, it is possible to browse the list. 

Categories separation 

In sites with thousands of categories, it is not always 

easy to find the one you want. Since its earlier 
versions, Jalios Digital Platform employs auto-

completion during category selection to allow the 

user to find a category rapidly by typing just the first 
letters of its name. However, selection can still be a 

problem when several categories have the same 

name. 

For this reason, Jalios Digital Platform separates the 
categories of a publication into two parts:  categories 

of the space and other categories. Since publications 

are generally attached to categories of the space, the 
search for a category is restricted to a much more 

limited set, which simplifies the work of 

contributors. 
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When editing a publication, categories are divided into two sets. 

Contextual menu 

The contextual menu of a publication provides rapid 

access to the most useful functions (edit, delete, 
validate, archive, version history, etc.). The menu 

also gives quick access to other information such as 

the publication's metadata, workflow and abstract. 

Each contextual menu is specific to the publication 
displayed and the user who called it up (it takes his 

rights into account). 

 
Contextual menu of a publication. 

The contextual menu for members includes several 
operations such as LDAP synchronization and 

sending email. 

 
Contextual menu of a member. 

The contextual menu of a given category is used to 

work on this category (edit, rename, delete, create a 
category, add to caddy, etc.) or to see information 

about it (rights, description, portal, etc.): 

 
Contextual menu of a category. 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2014-10/jcms9-category-split.png
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The categories tree structure supports drag'n'drop 
management. A contributor can reorganize the 

branches of categories directly from his publications 

manager or from the contribution forms without 
having to switch to another interface. 

Information about a publication 

A new interface showing the metadata of a 
publication is accessible by clicking the Information 

link in the publication's advanced actions. 

The information is divided into five sections: 

 General:  information about the type, workspace, 

author, categories, etc.  

 Referrers using a link (optional):  list of 

publications that reference this one via a Link 

field.  

 Referrers using a Wiki, URL or file (optional):  

list of publications that reference this one via a 

Wiki, wysiwyg or file field.  

 Advanced:  information about the version, 

workflow, creation and modification dates, etc.  

 File treatment (optional):  information about 

treatments performed on the file (PDF 

conversion, viewer rendering, indexing, etc.).  

 
Window displaying information about a publication. 

Administration 

Back-office contributor 

Every contributor and webmaster has a personal 
space where he can consult his own publications and 

those of other contributors on his editorial or project 

team. This space also contains the publications he is 
supposed to validate. 

 
Contributors have easy access to their own publications. 

A contributor consults his publications by browsing 

by publication type or category. Depending on his 
rights, this interface may allow him to delete a 

publication, duplicate it, make a work copy or place 

it in a caddy in order to carry out the same treatment 
on a whole set of publications. 

 
Refinement by document type in the back office. 

A second-checker will find all the publications for 
which his approval is requested in his "in-tray" in his 

workspace as well as in his front office. He will 

usually have received emails to warn him of these, if 

such alerts are configured in the workflow. When he 
validates a publication he can set publication, expiry 

and archiving dates. The calendars defined in this 

manner can be consulted intuitively. 

 
The Workflow portlet shows the pending 

 tasks for a given contributor. 

Editorial monitoring 

Jalios Digital Platform includes numerous 
dashboards to monitor the editorial process. These 

enable non-technical managers to see the editorial 

production and check that documents are not held 
up. 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-information.jpg
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A calendar provides a synoptic view of all  

publications in the validation circuit. 

Jalios Digital Platform provides administrators with 

synoptic views of the data they manage in a 
workspace. These dashboards give an overview of 

the workspace’s categories, content and portlets. The 

administrator can also access the list of all external 
URLs referenced in the workspace's content. 

 
Data dashboards provide a synoptic view of a workspace. 

"Website factory" 

To be able to generate new sites quickly and easily, 

Jalios Digital Platform provides a "site factory" type 
function to industrialize the creation of multiple 

sites. 

A wizard aids the creation of new sites based on 
models. These sites inherit all the common 

characteristics of their model, including the 

organization's graphic style and editorial and 

browsing rules. Their administration is then 
delegated to business managers. 

This is a cost-effective way of creating sites to meet 

occasional needs and of giving autonomy to business 
webmasters and contributors. 

Optimizing site referencing 

Optimizing natural referencing (or SEO:  search 
engine optimization) is a major challenge for 

websites. Natural referencing employs a range of 

mechanisms on sites that aim to ensure that search 

engines highlight their pages when people make web 

searches.  

In France and many other countries, Google 

dominates the search market, handling over 90% of 

search traffic. The main difficulty for website owners 
is that the criteria used by search engines to index 

pages are not well known and they may even change 

over time. Olivier Andrieu, an SEO expert well-
known in France and author of "Successful Web 

Referencing", says that Google uses about 200 

relevance criteria when indexing. Most of these 

criteria concern the way that pages of content are 
structured. 

Technical attributes affect page weightings as well, 

so Jalios Digital Platform incorporates "technical" 
criteria to optimize referencing. For example: 

 presence of title words in URLs, 

 consistency between the <title> tag and URL 

content, 

 different URLs for different languages in 

multilingual sites, 

 presence of canonical URLs in content pages, 

 management of Ajax treatments compatible with 

page indexing by search engines, 

 forwarding (i.e. redirection) type parameters 

(301 vs. 302), 

 SiteMap plugin to help engines to index sites. 

Descriptive URLs 

The "scoring" of pages by indexing engines takes 

into account words present in their URL. To ensure 

that Jalios Digital Platform sites achieve good 
referencing, the URLs used to display publications 

and categories contain the publication title. This 

textual information can be enriched by categories, a 
date or any other relevant information. 

Canonical URLs 

It is quite possible that a given content item appears 

in several contexts, for example on different pages 

visited when browsing the site. Such pages are often 
poorly classified by search engines. To avoid this it 

is possible to indicate your preferred (or canonical) 

URL, in other words the one you want search 
engines to consider to be the most authoritative. 

Referencing and languages 

Jalios Digital Platform handles the referencing of 

multilingual sites and the access to multilingual 

http://www.abondance.com/olivier-andrieu.html
http://www.journaldunet.com/solutions/seo-referencement/le-meilleur-seo-francais/olivier-andrieu.shtml
http://www.eyrolles.com/Informatique/Livre/reussir-son-referencement-web-9782212138252
http://www.eyrolles.com/Informatique/Livre/reussir-son-referencement-web-9782212138252
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content referenced in external search engines 

(Google, Bing, Yahoo, etc.) When a site is 

multilingual, the current language is added in the 

construction of the URLs. When an indexing crawler 
(or robot) visits the site, it indexes the same content 

in each language separately. In this manner, search 

engines direct users to the site with a language 
indication contained in the URL, and the users see 

the site in their own language. 

Dublin Core metadata 

To complement the standard metadata present in all 

pages produced by Jalios Digital Platform (title, 
keywords, description), the Dublin Core plugin adds 

Dublin Core-compatible metadata to publications' 

pages. 

Sitemap 

The Sitemap plugin supplies indexing crawlers with 
a sitemap that shows pertinent indexing information 

for each page (URL, update date, relative importance 

compared to other URLs on the site, etc.). 

Friendly URLs 

Content URLs distributed in non-interactive media 

(books, press, radio, television, etc.) must be explicit, 
easy to remember and easy to type. Jalios Digital 

Platform employs "friendly URLs" which are easy-

to-memorize access paths associated with 
publications or categories. 

For example, on the Jalios Community site the 

friendly URL "/faq" is associated with FAQs 
concerning Jalios Digital Platform installation:  this 

content is accessible via the URL 

http://community.jalios.com/faq/. 

For SEO purposes, redirections should generally be 
avoided. Access to a Jalios Digital Platform site's 

home page using a URL such as http://mysite.com/ in 

reality targets the URL http://mysite.com/index.jsp 
which is redirected to the URL of the home category, 

for example 

http://mysite.com/Jalios Digital Platform/j_6/EN/ho
me. Jalios Digital Platform avoids these redirections 

and the home page is displayed directly with the 

URL http://mysite.com/. 

Controlled content duplication 

Search engines do not appreciate content duplication, 

since this might point to a technique known as 
"spamdexing" that attempts to dishonestly increase 

the site's ranking. Google's control algorithms 

(e.g. Panda and Penguin) now penalize this 
technique. Jalios Digital Platform globally avoids 

content duplication through the use of canonical 

URLs in pages and separate URLs for each 

language. It also adds the attributes rel="next" and 

rel= "prev" on browsing links in pages. Similarly, 
pages presenting the printable version of a content 

item are marked to prevent their indexing (using a 

"noindex" tag), again to avoid content duplication. 

Finally, as widely recommended, punctuation 

characters in content titles are systematically 

changed to hyphens in URLs. 

Accessibility 

Web accessibility refers to the problem of enabling 

access to services and content for handicapped 
people, notable the partially sighted and seniors. It is 

now covered by technical standards prepared by the 

Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) of the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 

Accessibility is an issue that concerns everyone 

involved in producing information:  contributors, 

webmasters, integrators, content management 
software publisher, etc. 

Accessibility must be taken into account right from 

the start of the project, in the specifications and the 
"house style". Contributors must comply with 

accessibility criteria, for example by providing a text 

as an alternative to an image. 

Jalios Digital Platform fully supports an accessibility 
approach by providing templates, components and 

functionalities that can be exploited to make sites 

compliant with WAI criteria and associated baselines 
(RGAA, AccessiWeb, etc.).  

http://community.jalios.com/faq/
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Functional Platform 

In the preceding chapters, we presented the 

functional bricks of the Jalios platform:  enterprise 
social network, collaborative spaces, customized 

portal, documentary management, and content 

management.  

These five bricks run on a functional platform that 
incorporates transversal features. Workspaces 

structure editorial spaces and collaborative spaces;  

data management applies to both conversations and 
content;  member management handles user 

identification, rights and roles;  process management 

applies to both editorial and business workflows;  

portal management functions are used to build 
communication sites, collaborative spaces and 

Personal Desktops from basic components called 

"portlets";  usage monitoring reveals the behavior of 
users. 

Workspaces 

Jalios Digital Platform is organized into editorial and 
collaborative workspaces. 

Editorial spaces 

These spaces are used exclusively by editorial teams. 
They are presented in the house graphic style and 

they are configured to define roles, content types, 

validation workflows, and so on. In fact, they often 
function like a sub-site within a site:  for example, a 

space reserved by a department on a corporate 

intranet, or an event site on the Internet. 

Collaborative spaces 

These are workspaces exploited for groupworking. A 
space's leader has a portal-type interface on which he 
places services useful for his community, such as 

documentary management, wiki, forum, suggestion 

box, etc. He registers (or invites) people who become 

members of this collaborative community. 

Hierarchical spaces 

A workspace leader can create sub-spaces, sub-sub-
spaces, etc. 

If a user belongs to more than twenty spaces (a 

parameter-defined value), the interface displays a 

modal window with a list of spaces recently visited 
and a predictive input field used to choose a space. 

 
Choosing a different workspace. 

Central administration 

There is one special user with superuser rights:  the 

Main Administrator. This person creates workspaces 
and users and assigns or delegates user rights. In 

addition, he manages the site, defines validation 

circuits and publication types, and so on. Like all the 
other people interacting with Jalios Digital Platform, 

he has his own space:  the "Admin Area". 

 
The Admin Area. 

Fine administration rights management 
(ACL:  Access Control List) 

The Main Administrator can delegate all or some of 
his rights to other people. He chooses and assigns 

administration rights using an ACL. For example, 

the right to create users can be delegated to an 

assistant. 
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These ACL-defined administration rights are 

independent of the rights system that applies to data;  

they define who has access to the technical and 

functional administration tools. 

An audit facility displays all the rights of a member 

or group. Inversely, it is possible to see all the 

members who have access to a given function. 

 
Interface used to configure an ACL. 

Functional administration of spaces 

A workspace can have one or several administrators 
known as "Functional Administrators". They 

configure their space by selecting the publication and 

workflow types they want to use. For each type, they 
can refine their properties (default rights and 

categories, templates, etc.). They organize the work 

in their space, define roles, assign or delegate 
editorial rights, and supervise and monitor work by 

consulting dashboards and usage reports. 

 
The Functional Administrator has access to a  
range of functions such as group management. 

Data management 

It is essential to structure content in order to be able 

separate actual content from its presentation format. 

It is possible to define several display templates for a 
given structure, to reuse this structure in several 

workspaces, to support multilingual publication, and 

to distribute content over different channels (email, 

smartphone, etc.). 

The webmaster uses the Type Editor to define 

content structures. In an online form, he chooses the 

fields constituting a given content type among the 

elementary field types:  text line, simple text field, 

rich text field, document, image, rich media, integer 

or floating-point number, URL, email, date, SQL 
query, category, member, link, etc., or even a list of 

any of these elementary types. 

A "link" field is used to define complex types and 
finely structure publications by interlinking 

publication types, members or groups. This makes it 

possible to define publications like tasks 
decomposed into sub-tasks. 

 
Interface used to create or modify the structure of content types. 

The administrator chooses attributes for each field 
composing the structure of a content type. For 

example, he decides whether or not the field is 

mandatory, whether it is to be included in text 

searches, whether it is multilingual or multivalue, 
and so on. To impose constraints on input values it is 

possible to apply "patterns" (e.g. for postcodes and 

phone numbers), value intervals or even specific 
management rules (DataController). 

Once the structure of a new data type is defined and 

saved, the type, input forms and default presentation 
templates will be generated automatically the next 

time the service is restarted. 

The back office provides an interface to manage 

publications containing all data types. 

Jalios Digital Platform also has ExtraData and 

ExtraDBData mechanisms to allow developers to 

add new fields dynamically to existing data types 
(see Data extension in the chapter "Development 

Platform"). 

Metadata 

Characterizing, organizing and associating metadata 
with content is crucial to help users find pertinent 

information rapidly. 

Jalios Digital Platform manages a default set of 

metadata, including the author, creation/update/ 

publication dates, workflow status, rights, and main 

language. 
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Content structuring by means of the Type Editor and 

categorization enable new metadata to be added. 

Categories 

In Jalios Digital Platform, the notion of category is 
exploited in many ways:  to characterize a 

publication (subject, nature, validation level, etc.), to 
describe the target of the information (subject of 

interest, readership, etc.), to define the hierarchical 

organization of a content management site, to 

manage skills in Jalios ESN, and so on. 

Jalios Digital Platform provides a multi-faceted 

classification system. A publication can belong to 

several categories to support a multitude of 
classification plans. (Note:  the renaming or 

displacement of categories conserves the 

classifications previously defined.) 

 
Categories editor in the back office. 

Keyword taxonomy to characterize content 

The prime usage of categories is to characterize 
content. Categories can be seen as a hierarchy of 

keywords. These keywords (or tags) constitute a 

thesaurus that becomes dynamically enriched. 
Publications can be attached to several branches of 

this structure. These multiple classification plans 

make searching intuitive:  subject, information type, 
people concerned, etc. 

Navigation map 

Categories also serve to organize content into 

sections (the "site map"), into portlets (the 

positions on pages) or into contributors' 

workspaces. 

 
Navigation menu of a site generated dynamically  

for a branch of categories. 

Batch data processing 

The Caddy Manager feature provides a means of 

reorganizing or restructuring data, and more 
generally of performing operations on batches of 

content, categories, groups, members and 

workspaces. 

It proves to be highly practical, for example for 

reassigning content to a new manager or filing 

content in new categories. 

The user first places content or search results in his 
caddy, and then carries out the required operations 

on everything in the caddy. 

 
Jalios Digital Platform caddy management enables batch operations on 

a set of data (content, categories, members, etc.). 

Bulk operations on data in the base 

Jalios Digital Platform can execute batch treatments 

on data in the database (publications and members) 
or in JStore. However, since the data volumes in the 

database can be very large, it can be wise to limit the 

quantity of data placed in the caddy, since processing 
several tens of thousands of objects can degrade site 

performance. 

Moreover, Jalios does not manage the history of data 
in the base. The responsibility for undoing changes, 

if necessary, will fall on the system administrator 

exploiting the database. 

Importing and exporting publications 

Jalios Digital Platform incorporates an import/export 
mechanism to facilitate exchange of content between 
applications. 

This can be exploited to develop new content 

distribution methods, for example: 

 Intranet/extranet:  content production and 

validation on the intranet, then distribution on an 
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Internet site. 

 Common repository:  production of publications 

in a common base from which partner sites can 
make total or partial imports. 

Import and export are based on a simple XML 
exchange format which, when used with the Jalios 
Digital Platform API, makes new usages possible, 

for example: 

 import of content from external sources 

(databases, RSS feeds, websites, etc.), 

 export of content to partner sites, 

 reworking of existing content. 

The administrator can define import sources to 
schedule regular importation of content. 

Export to a spreadsheet in CSV format complements 

the export in XML format and provides an additional 
means of processing data with other tools such as 

spreadsheets (Excel, OpenOffice, etc.). Content 

export is handled in the back office;  the results of 
any search can be exported. Only administrators can 

export groups and members. 

File processing 

Jalios Digital Platform natively incorporates a file 
processing system that can trigger actions when files 

are uploaded into the application. This function is 
used for example to trigger PDF conversions or 

video transcoding. 

It is also used to supervise the folders in which files 

arrive. For example, this is what the "Document 
import" and "Kofax" plugins do 

Managing incoming mail 

Jalios Digital Platform provides an alternative to 
"Web mail" (i.e. via the Internet) for managing 

incoming email. It manages one or more mailboxes 

using the POP3 and IMAP protocols. When a new 
mail arrives, Jalios Digital Platform archives it as a 

publication or triggers an appropriate treatment. For 

example, the Newsletter plugin uses this principle to 
manage unsubscription by means of an email sent to 

a special address. Similarly, the Jalios ESN software 

can publish microblogs or upload a photo from a 

smartphone by sending an email. 

A supervision interface shows the status of incoming 

email:  number of messages received, date of last 

mail reception, configuration of accounts, etc. 

 
Status of incoming email. 

If an email carries attachments, Jalios Digital 
Platform decodes them, stores them as documents 

and attaches them to the email message. 

A workspace leader can decide to configure his 
space to activate mail archiving. Once this is done, 

every member of the space can see his personalized 

contribution address in this space. 

 
Imported emails:  discussion threads are rebuilt. 

Geolocation 

The Geolocation plugin places Jalios Digital 

Platform data on a Google Maps map. A 
"geolocation" field is added dynamically to every 

data item declared as being "geolocatable". The 

geolocation can be expressed either in 
longitude/latitude or in the form of a postal address 

or place. The data are shown in a GoogleMaps 

portlet via a query. The portlet has various 
presentation options:  dimension, centering, default 

zoom, default view, control interface, etc. 
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Geolocation of content. 

Member management 

External contacts 

In addition to members allowed to access the site, 
Jalios Digital Platform manages external contacts who 

are not normally allowed to authenticate themselves to 

access the site. This possibility is exploited, for 
example, by the enterprise social network Jalios ESN 

to manage information about outsiders. Their photos 

are accompanied by a small pictogram  to 
distinguish them from internal members. 

Authentication 

A Jalios Digital Platform site can be private or 
public. In the first case, users must be authenticated 

to get access to it. In a public site, unidentified users 

can access only public content that imposes no 
particular rights. 

Users authenticate themselves by entering an 

identifier and a password. The authentication may 
involve the use of an LDAP directory and may be 

coupled with a single sign-on (SSO) system. 

Jalios Digital Platform also provides means of 

managing registration requests, which limits the 
webmaster's task to validating account creations. 

Delegation 

During an absence a person can delegate his account 
to someone else. This delegate will be able to 

connect in the name of the first person and enjoy all 

his rights. 

However, operations are tracked with the two 

identities, so the administrator can always know who 

did what and in whose name, which spurs users to 
behave responsibly. 

Importing members 

The members base can be fed by importing 

members. For this purpose the Administrator 
provides a CSV file obtained from MS Excel, for 

example. 

During the import the file is first checked. New 
members are added;  existing ones are updated. 

Members are identified by their email address. 

Depending on the configuration, it may be possible 

to place the imported members in groups and in 
collaborative spaces. 

After the import, newly created members receive an 

email inviting them to activate their account. 

 
Members import:  choosing a file to import. 

 
Members import:  verification. 

 
Members import:  choosing spaces. 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-importmbr-step1.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-importmbr-step2.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-importmbr-step3.png
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Members import:  report. 

Guest accounts 

Users can ask to create guest accounts for external 
people who will have access only to one or more 

designated collaborative spaces. 

The Administrator oversees the validation of guest 

accounts. 

Rights and roles management 

An authenticated user (which we then call a member) 

can see and consult only content for which he has 
rights. He can also access his workspaces, subscribe 

to subjects of interests, publish content using the 

collaborative functions (review, forum, suggestion 
box, collaborative FAQs, etc.) and configure his 

Personal Desktop. 

In a workspace, depending on his role, he will may 

have publishing rights on content or the right to 
participate in the publication production circuit, for 

example as a publication checker. 

Jalios Digital Platform manages two different types 
of rights on publications:  writing and reading 

Write rights control the creation, modification and 

deletion of publications. They are defined for each 
type of content and workspace. 

These rights are defined at group level but can be 

refined for individual members. A member 

belonging to several groups automatically acquires 
the rights of all these groups. Group rights define the 

rights granted to all the group's members, but 

member rights override group rights, which means a 
member can have more or less rights than other 

members of his groups. 

 
Setting a member's editing rights. 

Read rights are defined for each content item, either 
by the author or the people who validate them for 

groups or for individual members. 

 
Some of the people involved in a Jalios Digital Platform. 

By assigning these rights and defining roles, the 

functional roles can be finely matched to the 
organizational needs. The main roles are: 

 users who consult and annotate publications or 

manage their personal page; 

 contributors and validators who participate in the 

editorial process; 

 webmasters who organize content and define 

portals. 

Rights propagation 

In the same manner that Jalios Digital Platform 
manages publication rights, it can manage rights 

associated with categories or specific parts of the 

categories tree-structure. In practice, the 
management of the content organization and 

characterization is often delegated to business 

managers or webmasters. Editorial managers and 

project managers in charge of collaborative spaces 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-importmbr-step4.png
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("workspace administrators") are empowered to 

manage rights and groups in their spaces. 

Using an optional module, categories' read rights can 

be propagated to the attached content in order to 
make a publication visible only to members having 

access to all the categories of the publication. 

Rights verification 

Jalios Digital Platform includes a system to verify 
the rights on content. It therefore knows whether or 

not a member has the right to consult, modify or 
delete a given content item. 

The rights on a content item can be checked using 

"Check rights…" in the contextual menu: 

 
Rights are checked via the contextual menu of a content item. 

In the interface provided, the user specifies the 

member and type of right to verify;  Jalios Digital 
Platform then displays the result. If access is refused, 

a detailed explanation is displayed. The verification 

takes into account all types of rights:  rights on 
group/member, workflow and RightPolicyFilter. 

 
An explanation is displayed if access  

is refused after rights verification. 

Audience rights / audiencing 

Jalios incorporates a rights management mechanism 
that offers an alternative to the default system. When 

we wish to cross several group "dimensions" (see 

below), the implementation of "audience rights" 
avoids a multiplication of groups. The read rights of 

a content item are deduced by crossing the categories 

of this content with those of the member who wants 
to access it. 

For this purpose, audiencing "dimensions" can be 

defined based on branches of categories. For 

example, we could define a "hierarchy" dimension 

(manager, team leader, etc.), a "business" dimension 

(Marketing, Production, etc.), and a "geography" 

dimension (Asia, Europe, etc.). Members are 

attached to these categories according to their 
profile. A publication categorized as "Manager, 

Marketing, France and England" will then be visible 

to all managers in marketing departments based in 
France or England. 

Audiencing ensures that authors no longer need to 

declare read rights explicitly, but simply to state to 
which categories their publications are attached. 

 
Declaration of a member's consultation profile dimensions. 

Process management 
(workflows) 

Publishing workflow 

Jalios Digital Platform provides an integrated 
workflow system used to control the life cycle of 

publications on a site or space. The administrator 

defines all the possible statuses that a content item 

can take in the life cycle (e.g. Draft, Submitted, 
Refused, Planned, Published, Expired, etc.) then 

decides which users (members) are authorized (via 

their roles and rights) to change one publication 
status to another. 

Four statuses are pre-defined: 

 Planned:  scheduled for publication on a defined 

date, 

 Published:  now visible on the site, 

 Expired:  invisible on the site but still visible to 

administrators and webmasters, 

 Archived:  stored but removed from the content 

base. 

Transitions between these states are managed 
automatically by Jalios Digital Platform when 

publication, expiry and archiving dates are defined 
by contributors or checkers. Jalios Digital Platform 

migrates the publication to Published status on the 
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publication date, and then to Expired status when the 

expiry date arrives. 

 
Assigning roles in a workflow. 

Creating a "publishing workflow" is one way of 
ensuring high-quality documents, both in terms of 

content and presentation, despite broad sharing of 
editing and publication responsibilities. The 

workflow controls all the indispensable steps 

required to guarantee that publications are validated 
by designated people. 

The workflow designer can define different models 

for use in a workspace, a site, or for particular types 
of content. Jalios Digital Platform is delivered with 

several predefined workflow models. 

A workflow controls the life cycle of content. The 

successive statuses attached to content are controlled 
by users having particular roles (author, translator, 

second-checker, etc.), and each status change 

triggers actions defined by the administrator, such as 
sending an email alert to a contributor or the people 

involved in the next stages of the publication cycle. 

Various dashboards show workspace administrators 

the advancement of publications in their validation 
circuits. 

 
Dashboard of publications under preparation. 

The players in a workflow are defined either by the 
groups associated with each role in a workspace or 

by the managers assigned to each content instance. 

In the first case, the validation circuit is imposed on 

contributors;  in the second case, the author of the 

content chooses the people in the validation circuit. 
These two methods may co-exist. Each player 

changes the publication status after completing his 

task:  translation, correction, validation, rejection, 
etc. These successive workflow actions generally 

lead publications to a "visible" status on the site. 

When the author chooses the players in the 
validation circuit, this is an "open role" system: 

 An open role may be mandatory, in which case 

the contributor must designate someone to the 

role when he chooses a status that implies a 

mandatory open role. 

 Open roles are multivalue, so the contributor has 

the possibility of choosing one or more people 
for this role. The notification email will be sent 

to the selected people. 

 In the interface used to input roles, only the open 

roles concerned by the target status are proposed. 

Workflow portlet 

The Workflow portlet allows all members involved 

in a workflow to see the content on which they are 

supposed to work. 

 
Workflow portlet 

Visibility 

By default, users browsing a site will see only 
content with a "visible" status. The administrator 

defines all the visible statuses. Among the pre-

defined statuses, only "Published" content is visible;  
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content with the "Planned", "Expired" or "Archived" 

status is not visible. 

Jalios Digital Platform now allows each status to be 

defined separately as visible or not visible. 

 
The visibility of workflow statuses is defined in the workflow. 

Content whose current status is defined as non-

visible is nevertheless systematically displayed in 
front office previews. 

 
Front-office preview of a content item. 

Choice of workflow per instance 

A workflow is defined by default for a given 
publication type in a workspace. All publications of 

this type in this space therefore follow this 

workflow. 

However, it is possible to choose a different 
workflow for each publication. For each publication 

type, the space administrator selects (by simple 

drag'n'drop) all the workflows that can be used and 
the contributor groups authorized to choose one. 

 
Selecting workflows that will be proposed. 

Once this is done, authorized contributors can choose 

one of the proposed workflows. The workflow 
defined by default is the one associated with the 

publication type. 

 
Choosing a workflow when editing a content item. 

Work Copy (or Translation Copy) 

To prepare a new version of a published content item 

without touching it, the contributor uses a "work 
copy". This will follow the workflow and it will 

replace the online version when this work copy has 

been validated. 

In multilingual environments, this facility allows the 
translators of each language to work in parallel on 

translation copies without interfering with the other 

languages. 

The contextual menu includes an option to compare 

the work copy of a publication with the original 

version. This helps checkers to quickly locate the 

modifications that need to be validated. 

Archiving 

Workflows can handle content archiving. This task 

can be planned or triggered manually. When a 

content item is archived, it is deleted from the 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-wf-pstatus-visible.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2014-10/jcms9-wf-preview.png
http://support.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2012-03/jcms71-wfinstance.jpg
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database and an archive is created. This includes 

metadata and two files:  an HTML file containing the 

presentation to enable display in the browser, and an 

XML file containing the structure to maintain access 
by programs. The former read rights associated with 

the archived content remain applicable. 

Workspaces 

Publications which are not "visible" appear in the 

workspace of members who are required to validate 
them. They can also be seen on the site in the 

Workflow portlet. 

Contributors can access the complete history of past 
statuses of publications and see any comments 

posted at each validation. The originating author may 

lose his update rights when he no longer has the right 

to change the status of his publication. 

 
Workflow history of a publication. 

Workflows for forms 

Jalios Digital Platform can also manage the forms 
used to support polls, surveys or teleprocedures such 

as requests for vacations, supplies or hotel 
reservations. Submissions and requests are sent 

and/or validated by means of workflows. 

More complex workflows 

Collaborative editing of content may necessitate 
more sophisticated workflows. For example, the 

"multiple-approval" transition is used in cases where 
a validation requires a quorum of several people. 

However, as a general rule, it is recommended to 

employ simple workflows adapted to the real 

criticality of the publications:  an excessively 
complex workflow needlessly slows down the 

process. 

Moreover, to ensure that the application of a 
workflow never blocks the publication process, 

Jalios Digital Platform comes with several tools to 

prevent congestion. 

Automatic reminders can be sent to the checker(s) by 

email if the publication remains with the same status 
for more than a parameter-defined period. 

Rights delegation enables a checker who knows he 

will be absent to delegate his rights temporarily to 
another person. Jalios Digital Platform keeps a 

record of all validations made by delegation (by 

whom and in whose name). 

Express workflows are used to trigger automatically 

the migration to a predefined state after a certain 

time. 

Portal management 

One strong point of Jalios Digital Platform is that 

even the standard version provides a very rich 

editorial and document portal. 

Editing portal pages 

The portal allows the administrator to personalize his 

site's home page by specifying what information is to 
be displayed dynamically and how the portlets are 

organized and laid out in the page. 

It is easy to apply any "house graphic style" to Jalios 
Digital Platform portal pages. 

Several sub-portals can be defined in order to give 

each user profile a transversal, business-oriented 
view of shared content. Each portal can share 

portlets with other portals. If need be, access rights 

can be employed to delegate the editing of each 

portlet. 

A portal manages the layout of its elementary 

components called portlets which are used to access 

information or applications:  publication lists, 
browsing boxes, images, searches, polls, workflows, 

bookmarks, RSS feeds, SQL queries, iFrame, etc. An 

entire home page can be configured using the Portal 

Editor. 

The layout of portlets in the portal can be modified 

very easily by drag'n'drop. 
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Editing a portal page:  here the "Calendar" portlet 

 is being moved by drag'n'drop. 

Contextual menus on the portlets can be used to 
perform operations on them rapidly:  choose a 

display template, skin, cache level, etc. 

Jalios Digital Platform comes with about fifty 
standard portlets whose parameters can be set to 

control their behavior. There are also some sample 

portlets that can be exploited with the Portlet Editor 

to create new application portlets. 

The webmaster can select display templates portlet 

by portlet, content by content, or for all content of a 

given type. A display template can be previewed 
when choosing the template and the skin of a portlet. 

 
Preview of a display template. 

Portlets can also have dynamic templates activated 

according to the context. For example, a portlet can 
have a different display according to whether it is 

placed in a column of the portal, or on a full page, on 

the Personal Desktop, on a tablet or on a smartphone 
screen, in a collaborative space dashboard page, or 

verbalized by a screen reader, and so on. 

Navigating in a site 

The navigation map in a Jalios Digital Platform site 
is defined by a branch of the categories hierarchy. 

With each category can be associated a portal page 
template, which by default it is that of the parent 

category. This portal page template defines how the 

page is built from its component portlets. A given 
template generates pages whose content depends on 

the current browsing category. 

 
Associating portal pages with categories. 

The Navigation portlet displays a menu to help the 

user browse the tree structure in the site. Different 
presentation modes are available (drop-down menu, 

hierarchical menu, "You are here", etc.). 

Efficient, user-friendly management 

Category management based on Ajax technology 

enables high-volume filing plans involving 
thousands of categories to be created without 

penalizing display performance. 

Such filing plans can be managed easily (move, 

rename, create new categories, etc.) using the 
contextual menus associated with each category and 

the drag'n'drop feature. 

 
Contextual menu of a category. 

Usage monitoring 

Reader tracking 

The reader tracking function provides detailed real-
time information about the readership of particular 

publications, for example the members who have 

seen them, the number of consultations and the dates 
of the first and last consultations, and anonymous 

consultations. 

This type of information is used, for example, in a 
portlet to highlight the most viewed publications. 

The Top Publication function provides a dashboard 

that ranks publications according to their viewing 
rate. 
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Dashboard showing publication consultation data. 

In the case of a document, the reader tracking 
function makes a distinction between consultations 

and file downloads. 

 
Reader tracking interface on a document. 

Jalios Digital Platform Analytics 

Analyzing the usage of services is important to see 
whether or not they meet users' expectations. 

Jalios Digital Platform incorporates a usage analysis 

tool "Analytics" that generates metrics for functional 

aspects of the system: 

 Consultations:  visits, downloads, most popular 

content, etc. 

 Searching:  search rates, most-sought words, etc. 

 Contributions:  evolution of the number of 

content items and documents, the most used 

types, etc. 

 Users:  evolution of the number of users and 

breakdown by type (member, contact, guest, 

etc.). 

 Operation:  evolution of disk space, workspaces, 

etc. 

 Technical:  query rates, average response time, 

browsers and operating systems used, etc. 

The usage analysis is extendable, since plugins can 
add their own metrics. For example, the 

Collaborative Spaces and ESN plugins do this: 

 Collaborative spaces:  breakdown by type, 

access policy, member, contribution rates, etc. 

 Social network (ESN):  activity evolution, usage 

breakdown by activity type, relation rates, 

profile completeness, microblogging, etc. 

Key indicators provide synthetic information about 

the metrics. There are just 2 or 3 of these for each 
metrics group;  they appear above the metrics and 

correspond to the selected period. 

List of key indicators: 

 Consultation: 

 Number of visited pages 

 Number of visitors 

 Number of downloads 

 Searches: 

 Number of searches (complete) 

 Number of instant searches 

 Contribution: 

 Number of content items created 

 Number of content items updated 

 Number of content items deleted 

 Collaborative spaces: 

 Number of public spaces 

 Number of private spaces 

 Number of secret spaces 

 Social: 

 Number of activities 

 Number of microblogging messages 

 Average completeness rate of ESN profiles 

 Users: 

 Number of user accounts created or deleted 

 Number of guests created or deleted 

 Number of external contacts created or 

deleted 

 JDrive: 

 Average of JDrive users 

 Average number of documents in a JDrive 

 Number of JDrive activities 

 Operation: 

 Number of Members and DBMembers 

created or deleted 

 Number of workspaces created or deleted 

 Average disk space consumption 

 Technical: 

http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-readertracker.png
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 Number of queries 

 Average response time 

 The most-used browser (global view only) 

Jalios Digital Platform Analytics interface 

The user interface is accessible from the Admin 
Area, from workspace administration spaces, and 

directly in the front office of collaborative spaces. 

In the interface you can choose the analysis period 
and, for a general analysis, the space. The metrics are 

organized into tabs (consultation, search, 

contribution, etc.). The graphic are generated in 

HTML 5 and are interactive (choice of displayed 
series, highlighting of a series, point value display). 

A management interface is provided to repeat 

analyses over given periods, which is particularly 
useful when testing new metrics. 

 
Usage analysis. 

Jalios Digital Platform Analytics 
architecture 

The metrics computing system is designed to be 
highly effective yet easy to set up. All queries are 

recorded daily in a JSON file. When a site is 

composed of several replicas, each replica records its 
own queries. 

A consolidation is executed daily at a regular time 

(00:30 by default). Each replica processes all 

yesterday's queries, calculating a daily report for 

each metric and recording it in the database. In 

addition to analysis of collected queries, some 

metrics are calculated from instant data snapshots, 
such as the breakdown of collaborative spaces or the 

completeness rate of ESN profiles. 

The database therefore contains all the replicas' daily 
consolidations. When a user consults the usage 

analyses, Jalios Digital Platform Analytics searches 

and aggregates the daily reports over the designated 
period and generates graphics for each metric. 

Add-on statistics tools 

To extend the standard Jalios Digital Platform usage 
analysis features, it is possible to integrate third-

party analysis tools. 

For example, Google Analytics and Xiti add markers 
in the pages produced by Jalios Digital Platform to 

measure and analyze site traffic. This is useful to 

improve the site and attract a larger audience and to 

orient marketing campaigns and initiatives to achieve 
the best return on investment. 

 
Google Analytics usage dashboard. 

JSR 286 plugin 

The JSR 286 plugin is used in a Jalios Digital 

Platform portal to add portlets compliant with the 
Java 2.0 (JSR 286) or Java 1.0 (JSR 168) portlet 

specifications. 

This makes it possible to integrate in the portal 
business applications developed with frameworks 

such as Spring MVC, JSF and Struts 2. 

Once integrated, these applications can exploit 

properties of the Jalios Digital Platform 
environment: 

 Authentication:  the application can recover the 

user's authentication information. It is also 

possible to get additional information about the 
current member, such as his name, forename, 

https://community.jalios.com/plugin/jsr286
http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/final/jsr286/
http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/final/jsr168/
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email, whether he is a member in the database, 

an administrator, etc.  

 Internationalization:  the application can know 

user's browsing language and therefore adapt the 

interface language.  

 Information:  business applications can obtain 

lots of contextual information relating to the 

user's browsing (identity of the Jalios Digital 

Platform portal and portlet, currents categories, 
etc.).  

 
The JSR 286 plugin allows business applications 

 to be integrated in Jalios Digital Platform. 

Jsync log 

JSync is the synchronization protocol for replicas in 

a Jalios Digital Platform cluster. Management of 
JSync events has been improved. A new API can 

now be used to listen to different types of events 

(join, disjoin, suggestJoin, update). In the event of 
JSync connection loss, administrators are notified by 

a warning-type alert. 

 
JSync event log. 

SMS plugin 

All outgoing messages from Jalios Digital Platform 

destined for users pass via the Alerts system. Alert 
messages are routed according to the user's 

preferences. By default, two alert channels are 

proposed:  email and site (represented by the alerts 

icon in the top bar). These are completed by the 
SMS, XMPP and Pushover plugins that provide 

alternative channels. 

The SMS plugin can deliver alerts by the SMS text 
message service supported by all cellular phones. 

Since SMS messages cannot be sent free of charge, 

to use this plugin an SMS sending platform and a 

connector are required. 

Two connectors are proposed by default: 

 Twilio, 

 Command line (for testing purposes). 

The SMS plugin can be used to develop new 

connectors very easily. 

 
The SMS plugin sends alerts by SMS. 

Password control 

For accounts managed in Jalios Digital Platform 

(i.e. outside LDAP), it is now possible to impose 

constraints on the choice of passwords, such as a 
minimum length and presence of upper- and lower-

case letters and digits. 

For password renewal request, the validity duration 

of the link can be set via properties. 

https://community.jalios.com/howto/alert
https://community.jalios.com/plugin/sms
https://www.twilio.com/
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-jsync-logs.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-sms.jpg
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Development Platform 

Java J2EE development 
framework 

Jalios Digital Platform is a powerful Java J2EE 

framework whose APIs are published. Java 

developers can exploit these programming interfaces 

to extend the standard functionalities. 

Jalios Digital Platform API 

The API provides a set of basic Java classes to 
manage members, their groups and rights, and 

categories to characterize, organize and search for 

publications. 

It also provides classes to perform searches, manage 
data storage, add listeners, access the workflow, and 

so on. 

It enables interfacing with corporate databases or 
other applications such as document management 

systems or external search engines. 

The API is documented in the JavaDoc. A 
downloadable development pack is available to set 

up a complete Eclipse-based development 

environment. 

Data types 

The Jalios Digital Platform interface includes a 
publication type generator:  content and portlets. 
Some content types are pre-defined, such as Web 

page, review, FAQ and glossary. Similarly, about 60 

portlet types are also pre-defined:  content list 

display, content and document explorer, directory, 
calendar, login, etc. 

Display templates 

Jalios Digital Platform automatically generates the 
first templates of the different content types and 

portlets created by developers. So developers only 

have to personalize the display by re-using or 
adapting this code generated dynamically. 

Front office developments 

The developer documentation for front-office 
components is now completely unified and 

homogeneous. It includes five large sections: 

 A description and usage examples of user 

interface components (modal window, panel, 
message, etc.) 

 Description and usage examples of form 

components. 

 Description of available Javascript functions. 

 Description of new mechanism to manage icons, 

and the list of available icons. 

 Documentation on all <jalios:> tags. 

 
Extract from the new front-end developer documentation. 

Bootstrap 3.2 

All Jalios Digital Platform interfaces are built using 

the very latest version (3.2) of the Bootstrap 
framework that brings many Responsive Web 

Design enhancements. 

 
Jalios Digital Platform is built using the Bootstrap 3.2 framework. 

Tags to speed development 

Jalios Digital Platform comes with many tags to 
build interfaces. It is strongly recommended to use 

these tags whenever is possible, because they not 

only simplify the use of components but they avoid 
having to deal with the underlying implementation. 

This means that future Bootstrap upgrades should 

have less impact on the interfaces. 

These tags notably include: 

 <jalios:field> and <jalios:control>:  these two 

tags provide the basis for building all forms. 

 <jalios:accordion>:  build interfaces in 

"accordion". 

 <jalios:panel>:  insert a box with an optional 

https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-doc-ui.jpg
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-bootstrap.jpg
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header and footer. 

 <jalios:modal>:  build modal interfaces easily. 

 <jalios: message>:  generate a panel containing 

an information, warning or error message. 

 <jalios:icon>:  insert an icon according to its 

symbolic name (defined by a property). 

 <jalios:dataicon>:  insert an icon of a data item 

or data type. 

 <jalios:memberphoto>:  insert the photo of a 

member. 

 <jalios:thumbnail square="true">:  the new 
square attribute is used to make square 

thumbnails regardless of the original format of a 
picture. 

Icon management 

In Jalios Digital Platform, all icons are declared in 
properties, which ensures that: 

 for a given usage, the same icon is used, 

 usage of the icon is dissociated from its physical 

format (picture, sprite, glyph), 

 all Jalios Digital Platform icons can be 

overwritten. 

Icons used in Jalios Digital Platform interfaces are 
declared with the tag <jalios:icon src=""> . 

The "src" attribute can be: 

 An icon property (recommended)  

Examples: calendar, category, refresh, etc. 

 An image path  

Example: pictures/jalios/icons/calendar.gif 

 A sprite, prefixed by "sprite"   

Example:  sprite: ss_sprite ss_add 

 A glyph, prefixed by "glyph"  

Example:  glyph: glyphicon-calendar 

Jalios Digital Platform is delivered with several 

icons libraries including two for glyphs: 

 Glyphicons PRO 

 Icomoon Ultimate Pack 

Image of a publication 

Jalios Digital Platform employs the getDataImage() 
method to produce an image associated with any 

data. 

This image varies according to the data type: 

 members:  photo of the member, 

 picture-type documents:  the picture itself, 

 categories:  the associated image. 

 publications:  the image field is used if there is 

one. Otherwise Jalios Digital Platform 

generalizes this method by seeking a picture in 
the publication's text fields (Wiki and Wysiwyg). 

If a Wiki page or blog post contains a picture, 

this is used. 

In this manner, it becomes possible to produce 
generic presentation pages for any type of data or to 

represent data in visual components (carrousel, 

picture gallery, etc.). 

Responsive Web Design tools 

In addition to native Bootstrap 3.2 support to build 

pages that adapt to the screen size, Jalios Digital 
Platform has other features that make it easier to 

create this kind of interface. 

Responsive Line portlet 

The Responsive template of the Line portlet 
composes the portlets that it references in the 

Bootstrap grid. In the absence of specific parameters, 
the organization is as follows: 

Number of 
portlets 

Col-xs- Col-sm- Col-md- Col-lg- 

1 12 

   

2 12 6 

  

3 12 6 4 

 

>= 4 12 6 4 12/n 

For example, for 4 child portlets, the Line portlet 

will produce: 

<div class="row"> 

  <div class="col-xs-12 col-sm-6 col-

md-4 col-lg-3">Portlet 1</div> 

  <div class="col-xs-12 col-sm-6 col-

md-4 col-lg-3">Portlet 2</div> 

  <div class="col-xs-12 col-sm-6 col-

md-4 col-lg-3">Portlet 3</div> 

  <div class="col-xs-12 col-sm-6 col-

md-4 col-lg-3">Portlet 4</div> 

</div> 

It is possible to force the layout by stating the 

required split in the "width" field.  For example, to 

position the two children of a Line portlet in a "3/4 & 

1/4" layout, just indicate col-md-9 for the width of 

http://glyphicons.com/
https://icomoon.io/#preview-ultimate
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the first child and col-md-3 for the width of the 

second. 

Note!  When using editing mode on the portal, in 

order to enable drag'n'drop of portlets, the template 
returns to the table composition. So it is no longer 

responsive. 

Page responsiveness versus 
composability 

One of the main difficulties in integrating 
Responsive Web Design in Jalios Digital Platform 

has been to design interfaces that adapt to the screen 

size without actually knowing what will be shown in 
these interfaces! Jalios Digital Platform is a portal 

that allows total freedom when composing pages. In 

fact, end-users compose many pages themselves 

(collaborative spaces, virtual desktop, etc.). And a 
portal page composed on a 30-inch monitor must of 

course remain as legible as possible even on 5-inch 

smartphone screen. 

Jalios Digital Platform uses several techniques to 

meet this challenge. 

For interfaces such as the virtual desktop and 
collaborative spaces in which tabs can be freely 

added, Jalios Digital Platform applies the principle of 

tab stacking in a "burger menu" (three horizontal 

bars). 

 
When the screen is too small, tabs  
are stacked in a "burger menu". 

To compose forms correctly whatever the available 
space in the form's container, Jalios Digital Platform 

uses the "Element Query" approach. This framework 
allows breakpoints to be defined in the manner of the 

Media Query, but proportional to a container rather 

than to the entire page. 

 
Forms are composed vertically or horizontally  

according to the space available in the portlet. 

Finally, to organize blocks of content and optimize 
the available space, in the JMag for example, Jalios 
Digital Platform uses the Masonry framework that 

calculates the best layout for a set of blocks of 

variable dimension. 

 
The JMag plugin uses the Masonry framework  

to place blocks of content on a page. 

Hooks 

The Jalios API provides many hooks allowing 
developers to enrich or modify the native behavior of 

Jalios Digital Platform. 

The hooks technique opens wide perspectives for 

specific developments while minimizing their 
dependency on any particular Jalios Digital Platform 

version. 

Data controls 

Jalios Digital Platform applies numerous controls 

when writing data (creation, update, deletion). These 
controls are defined when designing content types. 

http://masonry.desandro.com/
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2014-10/jcms9-csp-rwd.png
https://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2014-10/jcms9-elementquery.jpg
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The API allows special controls to be added to the 

fields of a publication, to automatically route a 

content item in a workflow according to the value of 

its fields, to enrich an object just before it is saved, to 
trigger a cascade of writes, and so on. 

More specialized authentication 

Jalios Digital Platform comes with two 

authentication mechanisms: 

 authentication using the Jalios Digital Platform 

members database, 

 authentication using an LDAP/LDAPS directory 

(periodic or occasional). 

However, some architectures necessitate special 
authentication, for example: 

 user base managed in a database, 

 user base managed in several non-synchronized 

LDAP directories, 

 Single Sign-On (SSO), 

 certificate-based authentication, 

 strong authentication (chipcard, biometric 

devices, etc.). 

The Jalios Digital Platform API can be used to 
develop and integrate very easily new authentication 

mechanisms adapted to the target architecture. 

More specialized rights management 

Jalios Digital Platform provides for a wide choice of 
rights on all its functionalities:  file 

read/update/upload, administration, categories, 

HTML content validation in rich text fields, and so 
on. However if more specialized rights management 

is essential, this is possible either by modifying the 

standard Jalios Digital Platform functions or by 

replacing them. 

More specialized searching 

Jalios Digital Platform provides several search 
mechanisms: 

 searches in publications, 

 searches in attachments, 

 search in users. 

The Jalios API allows these mechanisms to be 

enriched by adapting the search parameters and 
modifying all the results found by a standard search. 

Other specializations 

The Jalios API can also serve to adapt: 

 the portal page construction mechanism, 

 the access log analysis used to generate 

statistical reports, 

 the rendering of rich text (wysiwyg) fields and 

wiki fields, 

 display templates, 

 the contextual menus of publications, categories 

and members, 

 content indexing, 

 the generation of fields in Jalios Digital Platform 

forms, 

 plugin life cycles:  initialization, deployment and 

removal. 

Modifying the interface 

Jalios Digital Platform includes several native points 

of entry into the interface enabling the addition of 

new menus in the main administration interface, in 
workspace administration interfaces and in "top 

bars". 

The plugins developed by Jalios also use this 
mechanism. For example, the Time Preview plugin 

adds an icon in the front office top bar, which 

enables a view of the site at future dates. 

 
Different "top bars". 

Data extension 

Jalios Digital Platform has ExtraData and 

ExtraDBData features – depending on the data 
persistence (storage) type – enabling a plugin to 

dynamically add new fields to an existing data type. 

For example, a geolocation plugin could add the 
longitude and latitudes fields to the Member, 

Workspace and Publication types. 

The ExtraData are used in two ways: 

 To dynamically add new input fields in most 

Jalios Digital Platform forms (publication, 
category, member, group, workspace, document, 

etc.); 

 To store, programmatically, specific information 

in a data item. For example, it would be possible 

to make an electronic signature for a document 

and store it in ExtraData. 

http://support.jalios.com/plugin/timepreview
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The ExtraDBData are used to store in JcmsDB all 
voluminous or frequently updated information such 

as users Personal Desktop settings or usage 

information such as the last connection date. 

Ajax-Refresh 

Jalios provides Ajax-Refresh which simplifies the 
use of Ajax technology when refreshing part of a 

page, such as a portlet. This is not a new JavaScript 

framework, but a declarative model with a simple 

naming convention. 

The refreshment triggers can be links or buttons 

which must be identified with the CSS ajax-refresh 

class. It is possible to ask for a confirmation before 
refreshing (CSS ajax-confirm class). The zone is 

refreshed with the content of the JSP targeted by the 

link or the form. During the Ajax call to JSP 
(XmlHttpRequest), Jalios Digital Platform preserves 

the execution context (authentication, current 

category, current portal, etc.). If the refreshment 

concerns the browsing (e.g. pagination), the 
browsing history is managed in order to be able to 

return to the previous state of the page. The links 

triggering the refreshments are standard links 
enriched dynamically by Ajax-Refresh, so the 

accessibility and referencing criteria are respected. 

For portlet developers, the use is even simpler since 

every portlet is pre-configured to be refreshed by 
ajax-refresh. The developer just has to indicate with 

the CSS ajax-refresh class the links and buttons 

triggering the refreshments. 

Pagination 

In a portlet displaying a content item list, pagination 

is used in order to the display only a certain number, 
for example 10 at a time. The form and operation of 

this pagination can be configured:  number of results 

displayed, display all results (or not). 

Ajax technology optimizes page browsing since it 

updates only the paginated portlet, not the entire 

page. 

 
Ajax pagination:  the web page is no longer entirely  
reloaded;  only the paginated portlet is refreshed. 

Any Jalios Digital Platform portlet can be configured 
for deferred loading so that it will be loaded only 

after the entire portal page has been rendered. This 

allows a user to start reading the page content while 
the portlet performs its data processing and returns 

the result. 

This is particularly useful for portlets that execute 

long treatments and ones interacting with external 
services whose response time cannot be guaranteed. 

Deferred loading ensures that these portlets do not 

block the rendering of the page. 

Portlets with periodic loading 

Portlets can also be configured to refresh regularly 

without the user having to ask. This is particularly 
useful for portlets whose content changes frequently, 

for example a portlet showing a shop's real-time 

sales figures. 

Utilities 

Editing a data item 

Jalios Digital Platform provides an interface to edit 
or display a data item from its identifier, regardless 

of the data type. To access this interface:  Admin 

Area > Development > Edit data. 
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Editing or displaying a data item via its identifier. 

Development cycle 

DevTools plugin 

The DevTools plugin makes the work of developers 
easier. It must be activated during the development 

phases and deactivated on operational versions of the 

server. 

This plugin notably inserts a menu in the top bar to 

propose frequent development actions (data 

inspector, target display, LESS compilation, reload 

language properties, etc.) and links to documentation 
pages (Javadoc, CSS, JavaScript, OpenAPI, etc.). 

Implementing an SVN Source Manager 

Jalios Digital Platform allows the use of a source 
code controller such as SVN to ensure the integrity 

of developments. The deployment can then be done 

by uploading a WAR file. 

This system is based on an organization of the 

webapp in which application files are physically 

separated from data files. The relationship between 
the two is provided by symbolic links. The data files 

are grouped in the three following folders: 

 WEB-INF/data:  contains, amongst other things, 

the JStore database, properties, logs and 

statistics; 

 upload:  contains all files uploaded to the site; 

 archives:  contains all archived publications. 

 
Organization of webapp files for the deployment script. 

The deployment script deploys a complete webapp 
archive (a WAR file). The task is therefore 

simplified both for the development team which has 

only to provide the webapp to deploy and for the 
operator who deploys this webapp by executing a 

single command. 

JADE 

JADE (JAlios Delivery Engine) is a continuous 
integration platform. It takes the form of a ready-to-

use virtual machine containing a set of tools:  SVN 
server, Jenkins continuous integration server and 

operating scripts. 

JADE comes with a methodological guide to help 
create Jalios Digital Platform projects rapidly. 

 
Continuous integration (Jenkins). 

StoreMerge data deployment tool 

StoreMerge is a tool provided to simplify 

deployment phases. It manages the merging of new 
data to be deployed with those already in use. 

Conflict resolution is automatic for updates on the 

same data item when the conflict concerns different 
attributes. For example, a category has been updated 

in the two stores but one of the modifications 

concerned its name and the other its parent. 

For concurrent update and update/delete type 

conflicts it is possible to choose which resolution 

mode will be used for each specific data item. To do 

this, a text file must be prepared indicating for each 
data conflict whether to keep the operations of the 

first store or those of the second store. To simplify 

this task StoreMerge can produce this resolution file. 
Just edit it to determine the resolutions, then re-start 

the StoreMerge with this file. 

Along with the deploy.sh script, StoreMerge is the 

core component of the Jalios Digital Platform 
deployment system. 

StoreMerge is indispensable due to the fact that it is 

frequently necessary to merge modifications made in 
parallel on the production and development servers. 

Although StoreMerge was significantly improved in 

earlier versions of Jalios Digital Platform, notably in 
terms of conflict management, conflict resolution 

still required manual treatment. 

http://community.jalios.com/plugin/devtools
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-jade.png
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The enhanced StoreMerge in the latest Jalios Digital 

Platform release features an automatic conflict 

resolution system in which resolution is based on a 

set of rules defined upstream and downstream of the 
merge operation. 

In this version, the two stores to be merged are no 

longer considered to be of specific types (current 
store, development store, reference store, etc.):  we 

now speak simply of store 1, store 2 and the merged 

store. 

The StoreMerge can be launched with: 

 A file of general conflict resolution rules 

(e.g. ignore conflicts on the opAuthor attribute, 

ignore the order on the portlet skins attribute, 

etc.). 

 A file of specific rules for conflicts that are 

irresolvable using the general rules. 

When StoreMerge is started, different cases can 
arise: 

 No conflict is detected: 

 The merge is performed. 

 Application of the general and specific rules 

resolves all conflicts: 

 The merge is performed; 

 The resolutions carried out are displayed; 

 New operations following the resolution of 

conflicts may possibly be added to the 
merged store. 

 Application of these rules does not resolve all 

conflicts: 

 The merge is not performed; 

 The list of conflicts is displayed; 

 If preparation of the specific resolution file 

was requested, this is fed with the default 

rules for each detected conflict. 

In this way, the merge can be prepared on the 
testing/pre-production platform. The rules file and 

resolution file are provided to the operator or to the 

script used to carry out the merge in production. 

For more details see the StoreMerge - User Guide. 

Integrity checking 

Controls are performed on all content creation and 
modification operations. Jalios Digital Platform also 

supplies an interface to check the integrity control on 

existing data, which is particularly useful when the 
integrity criteria evolve. 

Data Inspector 

Jalios Digital Platform v7.1 introduced a new 

interface for rapidly editing or displaying data items 
whose identifier is known. This feature is now 

enhanced by allowing inspection of a data item via 

its identifier. 

The Data Inspector is accessible in the back-office 

development zone, the new DevTools plugin menu 

and from all contextual menus (publication, portlet, 

member, category). 

It displays various information about: 

 Type (class, storage mode, etc.), 

 Attributes (fields), 

 Extrainfo, 

 ExtraData and ExtraDBData, 

 Virtual identifiers. 

For attributes, in addition to attributes inherited from 

the Data class (id, cdate, mdate, author), the main 
attributes of the Member, Group, Category, 

Workspace and Publication classes are also shown. 

 
Data Inspector. 

Plugin development 

Jalios Digital Platform employs a development 

process based on modular "plugins" that provide its 
principal extension mechanism. 

These extensions may be completely new functions, 

such as new portlets, blogs or podcasts, or 
modification of native Jalios Digital Platform 

features (rights, authentication, searching, etc.). 

Plugins provide a simple and convenient means of 

packaging, distributing and installing extensions. 

A further advantage of plugins is that they isolate 

specific developments. When migrating to a new 

Jalios Digital Platform release, in general it is 
sufficient to retrieve one's data and then reinstall the 

plugins. 

http://community.jalios.com/jcms/jx_75913/fr/storemerge-guide-de-lutilisateur
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-datainspector.png
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This mechanism enables players others than Jalios 

(publishers, integrators and users) to distribute their 

own plugins. Each plugin has its own usage license. 

Plugin Manager 

The Plugin Manager is based on the dependency 
injection principle made popular by frameworks such 
as Spring and PicoContainer. This principle has the 

advantage of ensuring weak coupling between a 

plugin and Jalios Digital Platform. This means that 

most plugins can be added and removed without 
having to modify Jalios Digital Platform files or 

compile classes. 

The Plugin Manager accessible from the Admin 
Area is used to create, install, configure and activate 

or deactivate Jalios Digital Platform plugins. 

 
Plugin management interface. 

Configuring plugins 

A plugin may provide its own configuration interface 

in order to allow its adaptation to a site. 

 
Example of a plugin configuration interface. 

Plugins can intervene in most Jalios Digital Platform 
interfaces and internal mechanisms – without having 

to modify the original files. 

Some components supplied natively can be replaced 

or enhanced. For example, the native user 

authentication mechanism could, if necessary, be 

replaced by a single sign-on (SSO) system;  the 
native text indexing engine could be replaced by 

another one already used by the enterprise;  the 

access rights management system could be modified, 

for instance to exploit a multi-dimensional 

audiencing mechanism based on geography, 
businesses and responsibilities. 

Main plugin 

Jalios Digital Platform uses the notion of "main 

plugin". All Jalios Digital Platform webapps can 

declare one (and one only) main plugin. 

The main plugin gives the webapp specific 

guarantees when starting Jalios Digital Platform and 

when overwriting properties. 

It is recommended to always declare a main site 

plugin for a Jalios Digital Platform webapp. 

Declaring a main plugin 

The channel.main-plugin property is used to 

make the declaration, for example: 

channel.main-plugin: Acmeplugin 

This property must be declared in the custom.prop 
file. 

The plugin management interface highlights the 

main plugin if one has been declared. 

The main plugin is also indicated in the Site Info 

resource (/rest/admin/status or admin/statusXml.jsp) 

with the mainPlugin attribute on the plugin tag. 

Verifications when starting Jalios Digital 
Platform 

When starting, Jalios Digital Platform checks 
whether a main plugin has been declared. If so, it 

performs a series of checks: 

 The main plugin must exist. 

 The main plugin must be initialized. 

 The main plugin must be started. 

 The main plugin must have started without error. 

 Every dependency (and sub-dependency) of the 

main plugin must have started without error. 

If any of these criteria is not met, the startup is 
interrupted. 

It is possible to deactivate these verifications by 

setting the channel.main-plugin.check-

at-startup property to false. 
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Overwriting properties 

It is useful to be able to deliver properties in 

production site without having to make changes in 

the custom.prop file. 

When Jalios Digital Platform starts, the main 

plugin's properties are loaded last in order to 

overwrite all the other properties (including those 

declared in custom.prop). 

In the Properties Editor the properties overwritten by 

the main plugin can no longer be edited (since input 

values will not be taken into account);  similarly, 
these properties are not written in the custom.prop 

file when saving. 

The webapp.prop file now redundant 

The webapp.prop file is no longer delivered with 

Jalios Digital Platform. If it is present, it is loaded 
but with a warning trace. It is strongly recommended 

not to use this file and to move any properties in it to 

the main plugin's properties file. 

Packaging plugins' Java classes 

Jalios Digital Platform enables Java class packages 
(instead of each class Java to be packaged) to be 

declared in the plugin.xml file, for example: 

<java-classes> 

  <java package= "com.jalios.Jalios 

Digital Platformplugin.acmeplugin" /> 

</java-classes> 

Interoperability with Open API 
Web service 

Jalios comes with an API of REST Web service type 

and a unitary authentication system (AuthKey) 
enabling it to interact with other parts of the 

enterprise information system. 

Jalios Digital Platform Open API Web 
service 

Jalios Digital Platform incorporates Jalios Digital 

Platform Open API, a REST web service API 
allowing access to Jalios Digital Platform 

functionalities. 

The current API enables developers to: 

 Consult, create, modify and delete all Jalios 

Digital Platform data (publication, category, 

member, etc.); 

 Perform searches on publications; 

 Consult the structures of publication types and 

workflows; 

 Consult the "Site Info" (environment, data status, 

JSync synchronizations, open sessions, etc.); 

 Stop/start writes; 

 Trigger imports. 

The data returned by the Jalios Digital Platform 
Open API methods are in XML with the same 

structure as the export streams. 

Jalios Digital Platform Open API Web 
service Client 

Since Jalios Digital Platform Open API is language-
independent, it is possible to drive a Jalios Digital 

Platform site using Perl, PHP and shell scripts (using 

cURL, for example). 

To make work easier for Java and .Net developers, 

Jalios supplies the Jalios Digital Platform Open API 

Client which comprises two libraries (Java and .Net) 
that simplify queries to Open API. It notably 

provides a mechanism to manage authentication by 

session, XPath navigation in the results and a 
simplified write API. 

AuthKey 

Some treatments relating to interoperability need to 
be authenticated. Jalios Digital Platform proposes a 

new one-off authentication method based on a 

single key (AuthKey). This consists in adding in the 
URL performing the treatment a parameter 

containing an AuthKey. This key is produced for a 

given member and is valid only for this URL and for 

a given duration.  

When the URL is accessed, Jalios Digital Platform 

decodes the key and finds the signatory member, and 

then executes the treatment requested on behalf of 
this member. 

The AuthKey can be produced for a specific URL or 

for a URL prefix. In the latter case, it can be re-used 
for any URL beginning with this same prefix. For 

instance, in the case of Jalios Digital Platform Open 

API, it is possible to produce an authentication key 

for all queries beginning with /rest/data/. 

Tests 

Portal Page Profiler 

The Portal Page Profiler is an tool integrated in 
Jalios Digital Platform and used to measure the time 

and memory consumed by the portlets in a portal 
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page. It helps to rapidly identify bottlenecks and to 

remove them by optimizing these portlets. 

Unitary tests 

Unit testing is recommended to verify the correct 
operation of Java developments. Such tests guarantee 

that the code complies with the functional 

specifications and reduces the risk of malfunctions 

after future modifications (non-regression tests). 

The Jalios Digital Platform API provides for 

encapsulation of the JUnit unit testing framework in 
order to include the entire Jalios Digital Platform 

environment necessary for executing such tests. 
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Technical Architecture 

Integration in the information 
system 

Zero deployment on client workstations 

Jalios Digital Platform is a web application, which 

means it conforms to the J2EE standard for 
application servers. The entire application resides on 

the server and therefore runs with thin clients. The 

user interface is built entirely with XHTML, CSS 
and JavaScript;  no ActiveX or Java applets are used. 

This means that user workstations are never a source 

of problems, whether they are used by contributors, 

webmasters, administrators, validators and ordinary 
users. All they need is an Internet browser:  

Explorer, Firefox, Safari or Chrome. 

The only software that might be optionally installed 
on a client workstation is the MS-Office add-in and 

an instant messaging client. 

Software components 

Jalios Digital Platform is an enterprise application 
that supports and interfaces with all the components 

of the information system: 

 Operating system:  Linux, Windows, Solaris, 

AIX 

 Web application server:  Apache Tomcat, IBM 

WebSphere Application Server, BEA WebLogic 
Server, JBoss 

 LDAP directory:  ActiveDirectory, Lotus 

Notes, OpenLDAP, Novell e-Directory, Sun 

Java System Directory Server 

 SSO:  CAS, NTLM, RSA ClearTrust, CA 

SiteMinder 

 Database:  MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQL 

Server 

 Messaging:  SMTP, MS Exchange, Lotus Notes 

Jalios Digital Platform is built on a sub-set of the 
J2EE architecture:  JSP/Servlet. Each Jalios Digital 

Platform site is an application managed by a web 

application server;  it is autonomous with its own 

data, properties, resource files, classes and JSPs. 

 Jalios Digital Platform webapps comply with the 

J2SE 1.4 specifications and use the Servlet 2.4, 

JSP 1.2 APIs. 

The contractual information on the supported 
versions is specified in the Jalios Digital Platform 

"Installation and Operating Manual" of the version 

concerned, which you will find on the 

"support.jalios.com" site. 

 
Jalios Digital Platform is a J2EE webapp deployable  

on all enterprise web application servers. 

LDAP integration 

LDAP directories have become an integral part of 
business information systems. Jalios Digital Platform 

can exploit LDAP directories, synchronizing the 

LDAP groups and the users composing them. The 
group management being specific to each LDAP 

server, Jalios Digital Platform adapts itself to the 

selected directory system. 

Jalios Digital Platform dialogs with the LDAP server 

to check user authentications and synchronize the 

groups to which they belong. 

Pre-configurations are provided for the most popular 

commercially-available LDAP servers:  

ActiveDirectory, OpenLDAP and Domino. 

 
Configuration interface for an LDAP directory. 

Multi-LDAP 

Jalios Digital Platform can authenticate a member 
and recover his information from several LDAP 

directories. 

However, certain prerequisites must be met to 
activate this functionality: 

 Discriminant information for directory selection: 

 Low-level identifier 

(DOMAIN\sAMAccountName), 
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 Email (mary.smith@acme.org), 

 userPrincipalName (smith@acme.local). 

 Identical schema between all directories. 

Integrating single sign-on (SSO) 

The Jalios Digital Platform SSO plugin enables 

automatic authentication on a site following a 
previous connection to another Jalios Digital 

Platform site. 

The Windows NTLM SSO plugin adds support for 
authentication based on the NTLM protocol to 

enable SSO for Windows clients: 

 CAS SSO plugin:  to enable SSO this plugin 

adds authentication support based on the JA-SIG 

CAS (Central Authentication Service) server; 

 RSA ClearTrust and CA SiteMinder SSO plugin:  

to enable SSO this plugin adds authentication 
support with RSA ClearTrust and CA Site 

Minder. 

Waffle plugin (Kerberos) 

The Waffle plugin can be used to perform 
authentications on Jalios Digital Platform via 

NTLM/Kerberos. 

This plugin works only on Windows architectures. 

Social authentication 

The OAuth plugin based on the OAuth 
authentication protocol allows users to authenticate 

themselves on a Jalios Digital Platform site via an 

external social network such as Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Google Plus, or even a Yahoo! account. 

The level of information recovered from 

authentication providers is variable, but they all 

supply the user's name and forename. Yahoo! also 
gives the email address. 

 
Authentication via an external social network. 

SAML plugin 

This authentication service based on the SAML 2.0 

standard serves to interface Jalios Digital Platform 
with all popular identity management solutions 

supporting the SAMLv2 protocol (AD FS, OIF, 

OpenAM, Shibboleth, etc.) in order to authenticate 
users. 

CMIS plugin 

CMIS (Content Management Interoperability 
System) is an open interoperability standard between 

content management systems. CMIS being highly 

document-centric, it is used essentially to 
interoperate Electronic Documentary Management 

systems. 

The CMIS plugin provides access to EDM systems 

with CMIS-compliant content. These systems can 
enrich the CMIS format, so the CMIS plugin can be 

completed by a plugin dedicated to the Alfresco 

EDM and another dedicated to the MS SharePoint 
EDM. All these plugins complete the basic functions 

provided by CMIS. 

The CMIS plugin enables navigation in the EDM 
systems, and document searching, uploading, 

editing, locking and deletion. 

The CMIS plugin can manage several EDM 

warehouses. A link to the warehouse manager is 
provided in the Admin Area: 

 
CMIS Warehouse Manager. 

When creating a warehouse, you must state its type 

(generic CMIS, Alfresco, SharePoint) and access 
URL. Next, you must authenticate yourself to choose 

the tree structure to use. 

 
Creating a CMIS warehouse. 

Once the warehouse is created it can be used in the 
CMIS Explorer portlet which is similar to the normal 

Jalios Digital Platform Explorer portlet. The left-

hand panel is used to navigate in the warehouse's tree 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/NTLM
http://www.ja-sig.org/products/cas/
http://www.ja-sig.org/products/cas/
http://www.rsa.com/
http://ca.com/
http://ca.com/
http://community.jalios.com/plugin/waffle
http://support.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/jpeg/2012-03/jcms71-oauth.jpg
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-cmis-stores.png
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-cmis-store-form.png
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structure of folders;  the central panel shows the files 

in the selected folder. A contextual menu is available 

on folders and files to execute actions. For example, 

create/modify/delete folders, search for files and 
upload and delete them, change their properties, 

create a work copy, etc. 

 
CMIS Explorer portlet. 

It is also possible to create a reference in Jalios 

Digital Platform on a CMIS warehouse file;  there 
are two ways of doing this. In the explorer the 

contextual menu can be used to create a reference 

that takes the form of a Jalios Digital Platform 
content item which can then be used like any other 

and has the same properties (link, search, rights, 

etc.). When the item is consulted the corresponding 

EDM file is displayed. 

The other way of referencing an EDM file is to insert 

it in a wiki field:  open the CMIS explorer in the icon 

bar then select the file to insert. 

The CMIS Query portlet is similar to the Jalios 

Digital Platform Query/Foreach portlet. It list files in 

a CMIS warehouse that match a CMIS query. 

Security 

Resistance to attacks 

Defenses against external attacks are reinforced in 
every new Jalios Digital Platform release. The 

platform has been audited and found to resist XSS 

(Cross-Site Scripting), CSRF (Cross-Site Resource 
Forgery) and phishing-type attacks. 

To achieve this, Jalios adopts the OWASP 

recommendations and integrates the OWASP 

Enterprise Security API. 

Additionally, to counter brute-force intrusion, 

members' passwords are encrypted using the BCrypt 

algorithm designed to counter such attacks. 
Nevertheless, to ensure ascendant compatibility, 

Jalios Digital Platform remains compatible with 

passwords encrypted using earlier algorithms. 

Anti-Virus plugin 

The Anti-Virus plugin employs an external anti-virus 

program to perform a viral analysis of every file 
uploaded to Jalios Digital Platform. If a virus is 

detected, the document is placed in a quarantine 

folder and the administrator receives an alert. 

By default, this plugin uses the ClamAV anti-virus 

freeware. A different program could be used, but this 

would require the creation of a Java class to make 

the call, transfer parameters and handle the analysis 
result. 

A high-performance, scalable 
solution 

Jalios Digital Platform is based on a J2EE Web 

application server and exploits its services to support 

the workload as usage grows. 

High availability and replication 

Thanks to Jalios's JSync replication protocol, Jalios 

Digital Platform supports the building of a cluster 
architecture. 

This architecture enables load balancing or fail-over 

(breakdown tolerance) in order to guarantee high 
website availability by spreading incoming queries 

over several servers 

 
Jalios Digital Platform can handle very heavy loads  

while guaranteeing high availability. 

Jalios JSync handles data and file replication across 

all the clusters. JSync's main task is to synchronize 
the data used by a group of Jalios Digital Platform 

servers referred to as "replicas". This ensures that 

every creation, modification or deletion of data 
(category, member, content, etc.) on one of the 

replicas will be propagated by the "leader replica" to 

all the "member replicas". JSync thereby guarantees 

global data consistency in a group of Jalios Digital 
Platform servers. 

Jalios Digital Platform manages restart operations in 

a cluster architecture:  the leader and replicas warn 
each other when restarting in order to renew the 

synchronizations. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phishing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bcrypt
http://support.jalios.com/plugin/antivirus
http://www.clamav.net/
http://community.jalios.com/upload/docs/image/png/2013-03/jcms800-cmis-explorer.png
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By default, the list of replicas to contact is 

automatically retrieved from the previous 

connections, but it can also be defined explicitly 

using the Properties Editor. 

Web optimization 

Jalios recommends compliance with the good 
practices promoted by Yahoo! performance analysts 

and the use of their "YSlow" tool to diagnose 

potential performance shortcomings of websites. 

Jalios Digital Platform is optimized in accordance 
with these pragmatic criteria:  the configuration 

depends on whether the site is in development mode 

or production mode. Some of the optimizations are 
presented here. 

Jalios Digital Platform provides for compression of 

HTTP streams which improves site reactivity. 
Additionally, in order to limit interchanges with the 

browser, it minifies and merges all the JavaScript 

files and all the style sheet files of a page before 

sending it. 

 
JavaScript and CSS merge and minification option. 

The Jalios Digital Platform Cache Manager enables 

web pages to be cached, which makes performance 
comparable to that of static sites. The administrator 

decides the page caching policy. This approach 

conserves the advantages of dynamic page 
generation (personalization, reactivity, immediacy of 

publication) while optimizing performance under 

load. 

Data management 

Data storage 

Jalios Digital Platform uses two data storage 
systems:  first in memory with persistence via an 

XML file (JStore), and secondly in a relational 

database (JcmsDB). 

This hybrid approach has many advantages. JStore 

ensures optimal performance and facilitates 

developments, while JcmsDB supports very large 

data volumes. Jalios Digital Platform masks this dual 
data storage scheme from users as far as possible. 

JStore 

JStore provides a simple and robust persistence 

mechanism by logging. JStore can achieve better 

performance than with a relational base thanks to the 
native functions provided by the Java libraries. 

JStore also facilitates the development of new 

functionalities. The JStore log uses an XML format:  

it does not conserve an image of the data graph, just 
the operations (creation, modification, deletion) to 

which data have been subjected. 

When starting the site, the graph is rebuilt by reading 
this log and re-executing all the operations. All the 

pointers are re-built, in other words all the attributes 

that contain the identifier of an object are replaced 
by the Java reference on this object when it is 

restored. This makes the startup very rapid. 

JStore is particularly suitable for storing the data of 

structures (workspaces, categories, groups, rights), 
portals, contributions, documents and members. 

JcmsDB 

The JcmsDB database proves useful for handling 

large data volumes, notably user-generated content 

(comments, reviews, forums, polls, Personal Desktop 
settings, form submissions, workflow notes, reader 

tracking, archives). 

Jalios Digital Platform supports very large volumes 
of documents (office, PDF, images, etc.):  up to 2 

million. Write operations on documents can be 

stored in the database. Attachments (images, PDF, 

office) are only referenced by the objects managed in 
JStore;  they are managed directly in the file system. 

Indexing and searching 

Publications in JcmsDB are indexed like the ones in 
JStore. A search for publications can be made in both 

JStore and JcmsDB, in which case the results list 

may contain publications from either store. 

The content manager can also use this type of 

refinement when the Document type is chosen. 

Data cleaning 

A store cleaning feature shortens the time required to 
load objects into memory and the time to access 

versions of content items;  it also lightens the data 
exchanges involved in replication. 

The cleaning principle consists in merging a set of 

elementary operations carried out on a content item 
(creation, modification, deletion) into a single 

operation corresponding to the current state of this 

content. 
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Cleaning is a maintenance operation that should be 

planned in advance, once a month for example. 

Several cleaning policies are available according to 

the history the administrator would like to conserve. 

 
The Store Cleaner interface 

Operation 

Version upgrades 

Jalios regularly releases corrective versions, also 
known as "Service Packs". To simplify their 

installation, Jalios supplies "Jumbo Patches" which 

enable fast and easy version upgrades. These are 
delivered with each Jalios Digital Platform 

maintenance version. 

Operation and security 

The Main Administrator must supervise the site to 
make sure it runs smoothly and to guarantee its 

security. For this purpose Jalios Digital Platform 
provides the necessary tools, including a console 

displaying events, in particular ones relating to 

security issues:  attempted access to unauthorized 
zones, attempted intrusions, start of new 

administrator sessions. 

In order to integrate in external supervision tools, 

Jalios Digital Platform uses Jakarta's Log4j library to 
log events. 

Authentication can be based on the HTTPS protocol 

to ensure that passwords are never sent unencrypted. 

Jalios can also be coupled to the Nagios supervision 

tool. 

The Main Administrator supervises other 
information such as memory use and user sessions. 

Jalios Digital Platform incorporates a monitoring 

interface that presents, for a given period, the 

memory use, site reboots, site accesses (queries and 
sessions) and data quantities. All this information is 

persistent, so it is not lost when the site is restarted. 

 
Resource monitoring interface. 

Jalios Digital Platform backs up vital data regularly. 
However, this feature simply ensures a minimal data 

backup to anticipate extreme situations such as a 

failed external backup. Consequently, it is imperative 
that the site administrator performs regular, efficient 

and complete backups (JStore, types, workflows, 

documents, properties, etc.). 

Add-Pack 

Usage rights are defined contractually and are given 

in an activation key called Add-Pack. Jalios Digital 
Platform checks that usages conform to this key. 

To avoid service interruption, alert thresholds are 

defined when there are limits on data. Administrators 
receive an alert every time a threshold is reached. 

The thresholds are defined (as percentages) in 

properties configured by the Administrator. 

Since a threshold may be exceeded several times, an 
alert is generated only once every 24 hours by 

default (this duration is parameter-defined). 

If an Add-Pack has an expiry date, alerts are sent to 
administrators to given them advance warning. By 

default, alerts are sent: 

 30 days before expiry, 

 15 days before expiry, 

 then every day up to expiry, 

 when the Add-Pack expires. 

Checks are made every day at the same time 
(10 am). 
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Conclusion 

Convergence of different markets 

The last decade has seen a convergence of the 
content management and enterprise portal sectors, 

both of which emerged with the development of the 

Web, and of these sectors with the older field of 
documentary management which has been 

modernized and transformed. 

The term Enterprise Content Management (ECM) 
is now widely adopted to designate the combination 

of these three specializations since, following a raft 

of mergers and acquisitions, there remain very few 

open source players among the pure players in these 
three sectors. 

Collaborative working solutions have not yet 

completely integrated with the three sectors 
mentioned previously, and a few independent players 

remain. 

Recently the market has been impacted by the arrival 

of Enterprise Social Networks (ESN), which also 
play a role in knowledge management. These 

networks are largely inspired by the highly 

successful mass market versions. The ESN segment 
has and continues to attract many small players, not 

to mention some big American firms. 

Jalios's market positioning is unique in that its 
flagship product Jalios Digital Platform is a single 

integrated solution covering all these specializations. 

The panorama of its features presented in this 

document illustrates its functional richness. Its 
homogeneity and coherence are just two of its major 

assets. 

Jalios Digital Platform is not a combination of 
several products:  it was designed and developed by 

a single team. 

SaaS or License? 

Jalios Digital Platform is available under license or it 
can be used in SaaS mode. 

Buying a license enables specific developments, fine 

integration with the existing information system, 
controlled upgrades to new versions, and cost 

savings over the long term. 

SaaS mode, on the other hand, ensures very rapid 
implementation, yet a high level of adaptation to 

users' needs by exploiting the rich configuration 

possibilities.  The customer is totally relieved of 

operating responsibilities, while enjoying flexibility 
of upgrades, short-term cost savings and absence of 

any long-term commitment. 

Jalios Digital Platform:  a durable 
solution 

Jalios Digital Platform is designed to provide a long-
term platform for customers, thanks to its 

modularity, openness, extendibility, and the 

enhancements made regularly by Jalios. 

Modularity enables the customer to implement only 
the functionalities which are really useful to him. 

Others can be activated later as new needs appear. 

Openness on the information system is another 
important point. Many connectors are available, 

notably LDAP, SSO, MS® Office, MS® Exchange, 

MS® Lync, Notes®, and third-party indexing engines. 

Extendibility means that Jalios Digital Platform is 

able to meet very specific requirements by 

facilitating their development. 

Finally, innovation is the key to Jalios's strategy. 
This is what has enabled the company to build over 

13 years the solution with the broadest functional 

cover currently available in a single product. Jalios 
constantly monitors its customers' usage of Jalios 

Digital Platform in order to anticipate their future 

needs. 

In short, Jalios Digital Platform is a solution able to 

continue satisfying your needs as they evolve. 

 

Choosing Jalios Digital Platform 

means choosing durability. 
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Glossary 

Accessibility – The Web Accessibility Initiative 

(WAI) launched by the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) develops strategies, guidelines, 

and resources to help make Web services accessible 

to everyone, regardless of their hardware, software, 

network infrastructure, language, culture, geographic 
location, and even their physical disabilities. 

AccessiWeb – The AccessiWeb label is a 

certification (Gold, Silver or Bronze) by the 
BrailleNet association confirming that a website 

meets the AccessiWeb accessibility criteria, 

according to the AccessiWeb evaluation 

methodology. 

Admin Area – A space providing a set of functions 

used by the administrator to configure, supervise and 

exploit a site. He can manage groups and members, 
publication types and workflow models, monitor 

memory usage and data status, manage search 

indexes, caches, and much more. 

Ajax (Asynchronous JAvacript and Xml) – A 

technique used to develop interactive Web 

applications. 

Ajax-refresh – A Jalios technology that simplifies 
the usage of Ajax when building reactive web 

interfaces by reloading only parts of web pages 

instead of the entire page. 

API (Application Programming Interface) – a set of 

functions, procedures or classes made available to IT 

programs via a library software, operating system or 
service. Knowledge of the API is indispensable for 

interoperability between software components. 

Application server – A server on which are installed 

applications run by users. Once these programs are 
loaded on the application server they are accessed 

remotely using a Web browser. 

Archiving – Withdrawal of content from an 
information base and creation of archive files (which 

remain accessible to Jalios Digital Platform 

administrators). 

Atom – Standardized XML format for syndication of 
Web content (supported by Google). 

Audiencing – See Read rights profile. 

AuthKey – A unitary authentication mechanism 
consisting in adding to the URL performing a 

treatment a parameter containing an authentication 

key (AuthKey). When the URL is accessed, Jalios 
Digital Platform decodes the key and finds the 

signatory member, then executes the treatment 

requested on behalf of this member. 

Autocompletion – A function that anticipates what a 

user intends to input in a field as he types the first 
few letters. A drop-down list of terms starting with 

these letters appears and the user can choose one. 

Autocompletion operates on Publication, Category, 
Member, Group and Workspace type fields. 

Back office – Workspaces and Admin Area 

accessible to users having specific rights. 

Blog – A collection of posts displayed in inverse 

chronological order. These published posts can be 

commented by visitors. 

Bootstrap – A useful toolkit for creating websites 
and web applications. It contains HTML and CSS 

code, forms, buttons, browsing tools and other 

interactive elements, plus optional JavaScript 
extensions. 

Caddy – In Jalios Digital Platform, a caddy can be 

used to hold a set of data (publications, categories, 

members, etc.) in order to apply a particular 
treatment to them all (print, re-categorize, allocate to 

another contributor, delete, etc.). Such batch 

treatments are also referred to as "global operations". 

CAS (Central Authentication Service) – An open-
source single sign-on (SSO) system for the Web. 

Category – A hierarchy of terms enabling content to 

be characterized and organized. 

CMS (Content Management System) – A system 

used to create, manage and distribute content, 

notably via a websites. Solutions range from, in the 
simplest form, web content management (WCM) 

limited to website management to highly 

sophisticated enterprise content management (ECM) 

systems handling all the data used by an 
organization. 

Content presentation template – Defines the 

display standards for content. In Jalios Digital 
Platform all templates correspond to a JSP file.  

In Jalios Digital Platform there are two main 

template types:  the Display Template used for full-
page content display in the front office, taking into 

account the content type, and the more concise 

SummaryTemplate used to display search results.  

These templates are linked to content types and can 
be modified by a Web designer using Dreamweaver. 

Content type – A content type is defined by all the 

fields (each one having attributes) constituting its 
structure, and by general properties. 
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Content – Structured information accompanied by 

one or more presentation templates. 

Contextual menu – A menu providing fast access to 

the main actions available on a publication (edit, 
delete, validate, archive, version history, etc.), and to 

information about it (metadata, workflow, abstract, 

etc.). Contextual menus are found in the front office 
and the back office. 

CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) – A style sheet model 

used in web browsers. It can be used to modify the 
appearance of a whole site by modifying a single file 

(the style sheet), which is useful when adapting or 

harmonizing a site's graphic style.  

CSS style sheets describe the presentation of HTML 
and XML documents. The CSS standards are 

published by the World Wide Web Consortium 

(W3C). Introduced in the mid-1990s, CSS sheets 
were quickly adopted by website designers and are 

handled by all modern browsers. 

CSV (Coma Separated Values) – A data interchange 
format used notably by spreadsheets. 

Delegation – Delegation of rights enables a user to 

authorize other people to use his account. For 

example, when a document checker goes on vacation 
he can delegate his job to another user during his 

absence. Jalios Digital Platform guarantees the 

traceability of delegation decisions. 

Descriptive URL – Jalios Digital Platform's default 

mode for building URLs. Descriptive URLs include 

the content identifier and also the title in order to 

ensure good referencing in search engines. 

Document – A special content type suitable for 

documentary management;  it references an attached 

file and manages its metadata (title, file format, 
abstract, author, rights, categories, etc.). Variants of 

the Document type can exist with metadata specific 

to each type (procedure, manual, etc.). 

Dublin Core – A generic metadata scheme used to 

describe digital or physical resources and establish 

relations with others resources. It officially includes 

15 formal description items (title, author, editor, 
etc.), intellectual items (subject, description, 

language, etc.) and items relating to intellectual 

property. 

EDM (Electronic Document Management) – 

Systems handling document storage, access, 

collaborative publishing, version management, and 
indexing. 

Enterprise Social Network (ESN) – Software that 

supports intra-organizational networking that is 

people-centric as opposed to information-centric. 

ESN – See Enterprise Social Network. 

ExtraData – An extension of Jalios Digital Platform 

structured data used to store additional information 

in JStore. This mechanism allows a plugin to add 
new fields dynamically to existing data types. 

ExtraDBData – A functionality equivalent to the 

ExtraData used to store additional information in 
JcmsDB. 

Fail-over – See High availability. 

Form type – A form type (article, glossary, poll, 
survey, etc.) is defined by all the fields (each one 

having attributes) constituting its structure, and by 

general properties. 

Form – This term covers two different notions: 
- a form used to input a content item or a portlet, 

- an online form used in a poll or in mini- 

applications. 

Friendly URL – An intuitive URL which is an easy-

to-type and easy-to-remember character string used 

to access a content item or category. Friendly URLs 

are useful for placing links in non-IT media such as 

newspapers, TV and radio. 

Front office – The part of the site accessible to all 

users, according to their read rights. (See also back 

office.) 

Group – A set of members (and possibly sub- 

groups) to which identical rights can be assigned. 
Groups are a convenient way of assigning roles to 

members. 

Heritage of a Content Type – A content type (the 

heir) can inherit a content type (parent), in which 
case it inherits its structure (fields) which can be 

extended if need be (creation of new fields). If the 

structure of the parent type is modified later, the 
structure of heir type is updated automatically. 

Hibernate – An open-source object/relational 

mapping framework used to manage the persistence 
of the objects in relational databases. 

High availability – This refers to the ability of a 

system to switch automatically to a backup system. 

Active/active mode enables load balancing between 
several equipment units.  

Active/passive mode refers to systems in which the 

secondary equipment (passive) remains in standby 
mode as long as the primary equipment (active) is 

running normally (if not, a fail-over occurs). 

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) – One of the 
basic Internet standards. It corresponds to a data 

format suitable for presenting Web pages. 
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HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) – One of the 

basic Internet standards. It is a client-server 

communication protocol developed for the Web. 

Import/Export – A content import/export 
functionality based on an open exchange format in 

XML. A Jalios Digital Platform site can import 

content from partner sites, either on demand or 
planned in advance. The protocol can handle 

incremental imports and updates, import of 

categories and attachments associated with imported 
content, and it detects conflicts. 

JcmsDB – A database mechanism used by Jalios 

Digital Platform for voluminous technical data 

(workflow notes, reader tracking, archives) and user 
content (poll votes, forum, comments, bookmarks, 

Personal Desktop settings). This mechanism 

provides a generic layer which enables the use of 
relational databases such as Derby, MySQL, Oracle, 

PostgreSQL (see Data storage). 

JSP (Java Server Page) – A standard for dynamic 
Web pages which associates HTML with Java code. 

JStore – A database mechanism used by Jalios 

Digital Platform for data manipulated by contributors 

(content, category, group, member, portlet, etc.). 
This mechanism uses Java objects in memory to 

ensure optimal performance and to facilitate 

developments thanks to the functionalities provided 
natively by Java libraries. The persistence uses a 

simple, robust logging mechanism. The JStore log 

uses an XML format:  this file (store.xml) does not 

conserve an image of the graph of Java objects, just 
the history of write operations (create, modify, 

delete) on the objects. Combined with JSync, JStore 

uses the same paradigms as NoSQL principles (see 
Data storage). 

JSync – A data replication protocol used to ensure 

synchronization of data between several Jalios 
Digital Platform instances. JSync therefore supports 

the implementation of high-availability architectures 

(load balancing and redundancy) and decentralized 

architectures. 

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) – A 

standardized directory management protocol 

particularly useful for authentication directories. 

Load Balancing – See High availability. 

Media Explorer – An interface used to browse all 

multimedia files (pictures, video, audio, Flash). 

Member – A user referenced in Jalios Digital 

Platform and belonging to one or more groups. A 

member has rights:  his personal ones and those of 

his group. 

Metadata – Data associated with and characterizing 

a resource. For example, the title, author, creation 

date, access rights, etc. 

Modal editing form – a pop-up form which the user 
is obliged to fill in and submit (in the meantime the 

current page is grayed). 

Module – See Plugin. 

Multi-channel – Refers to information distribution 

not just via the web but via other channels too:  

email, SMS messages, WAP, PDAs, etc. 

NTLM (NT LAN Manager) – An identification 

protocol used in Microsoft systems as a Single Sign- 

On (SSO) mechanism. 

OpenAPI – A web services API based on REST (see 
REST) and providing access to Jalios Digital 

Platform functionalities. 

Personal Desktop – A customized portal on which a 
user can choose and place the services he uses any 

way he likes. 

Plugin (or Module) – A modular extension of Jalios 
Digital Platform that can be installed to modify its 

basic functionalities or add new ones. 

Portal page template – Defines the layout of the 

various portlets constituting a portal page. 

Portal Profiler – A tool integrated in Jalios Digital 

Platform for measuring the time and memory 

consumed by the portlets in a portal page. 

Portal – A platform used to aggregate and 

personalize information of various origins and 

present it in a specific manner. Document portals 

serve mainly for content management. Infrastructure 
portals serve for applications integration. 

Portlet cache – A mechanism that improves display 

performance by building the content of a portlet 
during the very first access then re-displaying this 

same result during subsequent accesses. 

Portlet type – A portlet type is defined by all the 
fields (each one having attributes) constituting its 

structure, and by general properties. (Reserved for 

developers.) 

Portlet – An element of a portal. Jalios Digital 
Platform provides many different portlet types:  page 

construction, content (used to recover and format 

information), navigation, functional, etc. Portlets of 
any type are assembled to build portal page 

templates. 

Preview – A functionality that allows an in-situ 
preview in the site of a content item during its 

development. 
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Publication tracking – A functionality that enables 

users to indicate for content items of interest that 

they wish to receive a notification by email every 

time they are modified. 

Publication – A generic word used in Jalios Digital 

Platform to designate either a content item, a portlet 

or a submitted form. 

RDBMS (Relational Database Management 

System) – A system used to store and manage access 

to and searches for information in a database 

Read rights profile (Audiencing) – "Read 

profiling" consists in assigning categories to 

members and groups having a given "profile". This 

convenient way of restricting access to content 
according to profiles is known as "audiencing". 

Reader tracking – A functionality used to keep 

track of the readers of publications. This is possible 
by recording each publication's date of first 

consultation plus, for every reader, the last 

consultation date, the number of consultations and 
non-authenticated accesses. 

Replication – A technique used to replicate the 

content of remote servers;  this is sometimes referred 

to as "mirroring". It can be useful to meet high 
availability needs. (See also JSync.) 

REST (Representational State Transfer) – A Web 

services architecture. REST is not a protocol or a 
format, but rather an architecture style based on the 

principle that Internet is composed of resources 

accessible via URLs. Open API, based on REST, 

supplies remote services on Jalios Digital Platform. 

RGAA (Référentiel Général d'Accessibilité des 

Administrations) – A baseline used in France to 

define the technical arrangements for accessibility to 
online services of the government, local authorities 

and public establishments via three channels:  

Internet, television and telephone. (See also 
Accessibility.) 

Role – A role is a function assigned to a set of 

members or groups and associated with one or more 

statuses of a content item as it progresses through a 
workflow. Roles are assigned by the Workspace 

Administrator. 

RSS (Really Simple Syndication) – a standardized 
XML format for Web content syndication. 

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) – Techniques 

used to improve the referencing of sites in search 
engines. 

Servlet – Standard programming interface between a 

web server and code generating pages dynamically. 

Shared collaborative spaces – Workspaces that 

provide working groups with a set of services to 

interchange and organize documents, share 

calendars, follow up meetings, discuss, etc. 

SSO (Single Sign On) – A mechanism enabling a 

user to authenticate himself just once to get access to 

all the applications of an enterprise. 

Syndication – Mechanisms employed to re-use all or 

some of the content of a website on another site. 

Two popular syndication protocols are RSS and 
Atom. 

TagLib – A library of tags performing different 

actions (iteration, query, etc.). They enable the Web 

designer to control the editing of JSP templates using 
an HTML editor such as Eclipse or Dreamweaver, 

without having to know Java programming or the 

mechanisms of accessing data in JStore. 

Template – A definition of the presentation of a type 

of information which is itself defined by its structure. 

A given information type may have several 
templates to allow it to be displayed in different 

ways. 

Thesaurus – A hierarchic dictionary based on 

generic and specific relations and providing 
synonymic relationships. It helps to ensure 

homogeneity in business vocabulary, which in turn 

makes search functions more efficient. 

Transition – A change of status in a workflow. 

Translation copy – A copy of a content item made 

to allow a translator to work asynchronously on a 

new language version. After translation the copy is 
merged with the original content. 

Upload zone – An area in which attachments are 

stored on the server. Jalios Digital Platform allows 
access to this zone for users with sufficient rights. 

URL (Uniform Resource Locator) – One of the basic 

Internet standards. A character string that designates 
the address of pages and web services (example:  

http://www.jalios.com/). 

User-generated content – Information generated by 

users and stored, for reasons of volume, in a database 
(comments, reviews, forums, polls, Personal Desktop 

settings, form submissions, workflow notes, reader 

tracking, archives,…). 

UTF-8 – A character coding format defined for 

Unicode characters that enables all character sets to 

be supported, including Chinese, Japanese, Arab, 
Hebrew, Cyrillic. All Jalios Digital Platform 

resources and inbound/outbound streams are coded 

in UTF-8. 
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Version – Jalios Digital Platform manages the 

history of content and document versions. 

WCAG (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) – A 

set of recommendations on generating HTML code 
to produce accessible code. 

Web Services – Services that enable management of 

inter-application communication using the same 
HTTP protocol as the web browser. 

WebDAV (Distributed Authoring and Versioning) – 

An HTTP-based protocol designed for collaborative 
editing of documents. 

Website factory – A Jalios Digital Platform process 

that industrializes the deployment of multiple sites 

based on a model (defining workspaces, portal 
pages, categories tree structure, groups, etc.). 

Wiki – In Jalios Digital Platform this term refers 

either to text fields containing simplified tags or to a 
wiki module used to manage wiki pages based on 

this tagging method. 

Work copy – A work copy can take two different 
forms in Jalios Digital Platform:  

- either a copy of a published content item (or 

portlet) made to allow a member to work on a new 

version. After validation, the work copy will replace 
the published content (or portlet); 

- or a copy of a Jalios Digital Platform production 

application on which new developments are to be 
made to upgrade the application. The work copy will 

be used to generate a file containing all changes. 

This file will then be deployed for production using 

the DeployManager. 

Workflow – A process that defines the life cycle 

(i.e. validation circuit) of content. This life cycle 

includes a series of statuses each corresponding to a 

role of participant members, and transitions from one 
status to another. 

Workspace – This corresponds to the Jalios Digital 

Platform back office of an editorial team or project 
team. An administrator of each workspace defines 

locally its publication types, their association, and 

the roles of participants, and manages user groups. 
"Jalios Digital Platform Enterprise Edition" enables 

several workspaces to be created to make editorial 

teams autonomous or to provide several 

collaborative spaces. 

WYSIWYG ("What You See Is What You Get") – 

An acronym describing an editing tool whose 

intuitive user interface displays a publication or 
printout as it will actually appear when finished. 

XHTML – A tagging language used to write Web 

pages. Designed originally to be the successor of 
HTML, it is based on the XML syntax, more recent 

and simpler than the SGML syntax on which HTML 

is based. 

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) – A standard 
promoted by the W3C consortium and now widely 

adopted for many data interchange formats. 

XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence 
Protocol) – An open instant communication protocol 

widely used, notably by Google and Wikipedia. 
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